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Questions 
 How far back do civilizations remember? 

 Why are some things forgotten? 

Initial Conditions 
Individual, Group 

Self reference 
Individual, Group  

Preamble 
Do you really go around in your head all day hearing atrocities and human abuse and say to yourself 

“Well he deserved it, he was evil (Tanya Plibersek - “Voldermort” - Claire O’neill  “Pedophile 

protector”) - as long as the women and their children are safe - I am a good person - a good judge of 

right and wrong (Sharie Markson)” ???? Why not suspend YOUR CONSTANT JUDGEMENT OF PEOPLE 

- in a binary extremist way - and focus on the issues principles and ideas - examine the work of the 

person not the person themselves. 

For example Claire O’Neill, Tanya Plibersek, Penny Wong, Katy Gallagher - have all worked to 

deliberately promote women and women’s causes and demonize men - undermining the 

commonwealth legislation and public services and courts - in a corrupt, tribal, nepotistic and lying 

abusive way. “mean girls” with smug violent glee and abuse. These are their committed and public 

behaviours - constanty. Fully supported by Anthony Albanese (Katy’s lies and corruption can be 

excused because of her great work for the “cause”- Penny Wong “No-one knew” ) Mark Dreyfuss 

($2.3 million dollars for women who make allegations, family law, domestic violence law, office of 

women, office of human rights - “womens golf”), Andrew Leigh, Andrew Barr (we love women and 

blacks not like you heathens), ACT magistrates court, ACT Human rights (Helen Watchirs and her 

staff - “Heidi”), ABC, Guardian, SBS, NTIV? - all the Greens Labour types, binary extremists, feminists, 

women (on average groupthink, passive aggressive entitled victim narratives), causists, religious 

zealots , heroic weak minded men and many others all deluded about their inherent “goodness” 

completely unconnected to how they behave or what they do or say. The swords are out in full flight 

as they demonstrate how “good” they are and how well they smite the “evil” ones and their graft 

and corruption knows no bounds when the “cause” is great. Ray Martin, Noel Pearson, Marcia 

Langton, ABC, Stan Grant, etc “lets de-platform and kill all those dickheads and other human scum” 

I continue to note the decline of civilization and the Russian Horde doubling down on violence, pig-

ignorance, corruption, personal attack and smug sneering abuse of humanity. Entrenched tyranny in 

Russia, China, North Korea and many petty jurisdictions around Australia. Swords raised high in the 

air to invoke “God” “God is great”. There are no depths of inhumanity that Claire O’Neill, Murray 

Watt, Penny Wong, Tanya Plibersek, Katy Gallagher, Mark Dreyfuss, Tony Burke, Anthony Albanese, 

Chris Bowen and the Greens/Left and ABC types are not prepared to explore as they double down 

and do everything they can to maintain their narcissistic delusions and abuse all the way to an 

unredeemable hellhole. 
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Rampant state and commonwealth government debt, no plans to reduce spending or pay off debt, 

growing inflation and economic turmoil, incompetence, lying and corrupt politicians, declining 

education levels over several decades, “artificial intelligence” spruiked as the “solution” to every 

problem, thinking outsourced to “god”, “Machines” and the “department of Truth and Fact 

checking” at great public expense, excessive dogmatic detail in legislation, no plans to build the 

nation and capabilities, vast public expenditure in “pleasure”, “travel”, “games” , drugs, fully 

nihilistic narcissistic self indulgence - no sign of a depression era working hard to build a nation’s 

wealth and prosperity, building community, building capability. The “New deal” and “Social 

contract” is total subservience to the state, no privacy, constant monitoring, criticism, theft and 

abuse of those who debate or question. Nation destroyed and replaced by Fat, Dumb and Lazy tribal 

violence and corruption. Instead of providing some hope in the future, building and improving we 

get tribalism, flag waving, outsourcing, nepotism, bigotry, growing hatred , widespread crime and 

violence (home invasions, corporate theft, businesses reducing customer service not fixing their 

mistakes (protected by courts and governments), public service largesse, political graft and 

corruption) and entitled victim narratives (ABC, Guardian, Women, Blacks, etc). Widespread 

ignorance in business and government and an incapacity to keep basic systems functioning or free of 

rampant corruption, errors or from foreign attacks. No individual privacy - all private details 

captured and shared by governments, business and criminals so the individual is nothing but a cog in 

the wheel of crime, abuse, profiteering and rampant statism. Pig ignorance dominates lead by smug 

proud ignoramuses like Anthony Albanese, Claire O’Neil, Penny Wong, Mark Dreyfuss, ABC and 

universities with black activist and feminists “professors” who teach others to become high court 

and other judges and political “staffers” (drug taking - cocaine, sex driven - masturbating in 

parliament house offices and late night sex romps - Canberra Friday night nightclubs, etc) thinking up 

ways to abuse, lie, steal and destroy government, due process, community for their “great cause” 

(“justice” for blacks, “justice” for women) , personal profit and advancement. Fully corrupt, debt 

ridden governments staffed by proudly pig-ignorant abusers, liars, thieves, tribal bigots, complicit 

media (women and women causes), complicit police and courts - with police oh so willing (like 

fervent janissaries, zealots and crusaders) to slam the heads of men who question into the 

pavements, to shoot men who question or who have mental breakdowns, to take to court any men 

who is a “threat” -  to publicly seek “witnesses” to cardinal George Pell’s alleged crimes, for 

Greens/Labour to seek “witnesses” (dead people will do) to attack political opponents (Christian 

Porter, etc) “crimes against women”, for the ABC to widely promote ANY ALLEGATION as long it is 

against the “right person or tribe” (men, political group or opponents of the ABC but not muslin liars, 

psychopaths or other binary extremists “entitled victim narrative”). Continued destruction of men 

and families with CSA, Family law, “Coercive” control legislation (Andrew Barr, Mark Speakman, 

Melbourne politicians, proudly tribal Western Australian politicians “Noongar treaty” 

https://www.wa.gov.au/organisation/department-of-the-premier-and-cabinet/south-west-native-

title-settlement , Mark Dreyfuss and feminist controlled committees and “reports”) - entrenching 

the entitled victim narrative of women and “believe all women” no matter what the truth of the 

matter. Corrupt narcissistic judges like Lorraine Walker (feminists), Robert Cook (narcissist and tribal 

“hero” for women) and the rest in Canberra Magistrates and other courts. Including the high court 

and all women legal employees , See Women Lawyers – Corruption – Feminism – Debate 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Women-Lawyers-Corruption-Feminism-

Debate.pdf  Tribal legislation in all states for blacks and black activist groups to destroy government, 

https://www.wa.gov.au/organisation/department-of-the-premier-and-cabinet/south-west-native-title-settlement
https://www.wa.gov.au/organisation/department-of-the-premier-and-cabinet/south-west-native-title-settlement
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Women-Lawyers-Corruption-Feminism-Debate.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Women-Lawyers-Corruption-Feminism-Debate.pdf
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private business, farms and individual freedoms while “taking the knee” to the tribal entitled victims 

- blacks and women. Cash to Blacks for being black. Cash to women for being “victims”. 

No sign of awareness of the issues or the consequences of this continued path of tribalism and 

corruption. Anthony Albanese, Richard Marles, Penny Wong, Katy Gallagher, Jim Chalmers, Tanya 

Plibersek, Chris Bowen, Mark Speakman, Matt Keen, QLD/VIC/NSW premiers and their staffers and 

the Greens are spending as much as they can on themselves and their friends while they hold the 

power in government - no sense of community or nation. No shame, no remorse - just rampant lies, 

corruption, personal attack, pre-planned bastardry and misuse of public money. Doubling down on 

ignorance, abuse, corruption and violence like any religious zealot’s fatwa. 

The deluded narcissistic tribal psychopath Mark Dreyfuss, thinks he is a black women or at least 

represents blacks and women as he willingly campaigns for changing the constitutions and all 

commonwealth laws in favour of blacks and women tribes and demonizes men in family law, Child 

support, domestic violence and other legislation calls himself “the highest law officer in the country” 

(take the knee) when in fact he does nothing to uphold the meaning and value of the law in a just 

society and does everything for his own tribalism, hatred of men, self aggrandizement and virtue 

signaling to the blacks and women tribal types. Fully corrupt brazenly ramming through major 

changes in family law in secret and with as little debate as possible just in case someone might 

question or object. Approving all tribal law in all commonwealth legislation and proud of the “Office 

of Women” and entrenched legalized tribal corruption. Handing money secretly like any tyrant to his 

personal favourites, avoiding scrutiny and doubling down on corruption and lies. Dreyfuss is like 

John Calvin - a full of himself a dictator of laws, procedures and the “Word of God” and happy to 

condemn those who question - with a pointed finger and “how dare you” outrage to a “humane” 

death by beheading - Michael Severtus (he who dared to question and debate the “dear leader”) - 

but willing to join in when the Geneva mobs turn it into a blood frenzied burning alive at the stake. 

(ABC, Guardian, Feminists, women (on average - entitled victim narrative) and weak minded men) 

Every local tyrant in government, business, school, university, courts, Office of Women, Human 

rights agencies, Charities, golf clubs, community councils - is running their own private abusive 

tyranny of corruption based on tribal groupthink and the “hero” narrative using god words like 

“diversity” “Inclusion” “Justice” “victim” “equality” “justice”, etc. “God is great” 

Rampant crime and corruption in politics, business, courts and media is mirrored by Noel Pearson’s 

tribe in QLD as cars are stolen all over Australia by Black youths and wayward lost teenagers, home 

invasions by gangs, drugs filling the streets - legalized by Andrew Barr,  Dan Andrews (Imagine that 

Dan Andrews, Michael Moore, Andrew Barr and all the Greens/left have designated their own 

homes as “safe injection houses” - Penny Wong hands over her house (in secret) to blacks and drug 

takers and now lives on the RAAF plane which flies her around the world)) - streets filled with drug 

takers and thieves - no consequences for women, blacks - take the knee to the “victim” - shops all 

over America vandalized - supermarkets stolen from regularly by women and blacks and entitled 

victims - petrol stolen from petrol stations - no consequences - increased petty crime at all levels by 

all people - fights on planes, trains, roads, streets - muslim extremists demonstrate on business 

property, private property and the ABC demonstrates in front of people houses at night and in the 

morning - generating as much fear and tribal intimidation as they can manage - churches targeted 

by religious zealots - screaming abuse and waving in your face flags, restaurants (green activists and 
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other psychopaths), ports (Green activists - David Pocock’s friends and tribal relatives), small 

businesses - all attacked and targeted by the mobs - ABC cheering on tribalism and attacks on Liberal 

politicians in exchange for virtue signaling tribal chants. Greens/Labour hurling personal abuse and 

personal attacks and tribal division (us Good - them Bad) rather than fixing up their own problems - 

their lies - their own corruption (with respect now is not the time to examine our lies, incompetence 

and corruption - Richard Marles). Tony Burke cheers on his local muslim extremists hoping to get 

their vote for his next term of corruption in parliament. Women, Blacks and tribalists ramping up 

fear, hate, violence, crime while organized tribal crime gangs - Lebanese, Bikie, Muslim, Chinese, etc 

extend their hold on the drug business, crime and corruption world wide and in Sydney and 

Melbourne.  

The Gutter is not low enough for the Greens/Labour tribes. 

Penny Wong makes secret deals with China while the Chinese ridicule and laugh at the weakness of 

Penny and Albanese - free a women political captive - but not the man still left captive - for the 

handing over Australia’s sovereignty, agreeing with corrupt and illegal trade, bribes and ongoing 

international corruption and showing how exactly unprincipled and easily bought off Australian 

politicians are. But Penny has form on bribes and corruption - not only with Greens/Labour politics , 

Aldi bags of cash, etc but also as she flies around the pacific island handing out bags of money to the 

local island tyrants - her friends and close allies - it’s the “way we do things around here” - here “let 

me help with your next election” 

Trust and cooperation gone and forgotten. 

It says everything about Claire O’Neill, Mark Dreyfuss, Penny Wong, Katy Gallagher, Tanya Plibersek, 

Tony Burke, Anthony Albanese and the rest of Greens/Labour ABC types that they will personally 

attack and demean a political rival with slurs like “child rapist supporter” yet stay silent while muslim 

extremists and rape/torture/beheading/anti-humanity/ supporters in parliaments and mobbing 

the streets of Australia preaching hatred, jihad, genocide, violence and tribal destruction waving the 

flags of tribal abuse in the faces of their victims and everyone else and claim that mobs shouting 

violence, abuse and hatred including calls for jihad as “free speech”.  

This slur of “under-age sex supporter” and “pedophile supporter” blathered by the Greens/Labour 

mobs reeks of hypocrisy given the rampant under-age sex in the very communities that 

Greens/Labour represent and hold up as utopian values and culture and an important “voice” to the 

rest of us. Under-age sex and unwanted pregnancies in young girls is rampant across the aboriginal 

culture as is having many wives and exposing young children to old men as sexual objects - this is the 

culture that Greens/Labour endorse and protect yet they use these slurs as an attack on others who 

seek to face the reality. The NT has the highest rate of mothers under 20 for any state or territory in 

Australia while aboriginal teenage childbirth is 7 times the rate of non-aboriginal 

https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/mothers-babies/australias-mothers-babies/contents/overview-

and-demographics/maternal-age https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/children-youth/australias-

children/contents/health/teenage-mothers “Teenage birth rates differ across population groups 

(Figure 2). In 2017, teenage mothers aged 15–19 were more likely to:     live in Remote and very 

remote areas (21 births per 1,000) than in Major cities (3.2 births per 1,000)    live in areas of greater 

socioeconomic disadvantage (21 births per 1,000 compared with 1.7 births per 1,000 in areas of 

least disadvantage).    be born in Australia (9.9 births per 1,000) than overseas (5.6 births per 1,000). 

https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/mothers-babies/australias-mothers-babies/contents/overview-and-demographics/maternal-age
https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/mothers-babies/australias-mothers-babies/contents/overview-and-demographics/maternal-age
https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/children-youth/australias-children/contents/health/teenage-mothers
https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/children-youth/australias-children/contents/health/teenage-mothers
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Differences were also evident between Indigenous teenage mothers (46.4 births per 1,000) and non-

Indigenous women (7.1 per 1,000).” 

A Liberal Decalogue :Author(Bertrand Russell) :Year(1951) :Keyword(Group Development 

Philosophy) https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/05/02/a-liberal-decalogue-bertrand-russell/ 

https://www.panarchy.org/russell/decalogue.1951.html 

http://userpages.bright.net/~dclose/10command-phildef.pdf  4. When you meet with opposition, 

even if it should be from your husband or your children, endeavour to overcome it by argument and 

not by authority, for a victory dependent upon authority is unreal and illusory. 5. Have no respect for 

the authority of others, for there are always contrary authorities to be found. 6. Do not use power to 

suppress opinions you think pernicious, for if you do the opinions will suppress you. 

The binary tribal religious zealot of 1300 years ago is just as murderously violent as the binary 

tribal religious zealot of today. (me, now) 

Muslims never condemn inhumanity as long as “god is great” 

The current muslim zealots, religious extremists, feminists, binary tribal extremists, women (on 

average - entitled victim narratives, groupthink) and weak minded men say: 

If you fail to condemn tribe A for their atrocities and destruction they commit against tribe B then 

you support the atrocities and destruction that tribe B commits against tribe A. 

Here the binary switch is used to switch from Tribe to Atrocity i.e. which tribe do you support - 

which atrocity do you support? Is killing people wrong? Yes but you killed me first and then you 

expect me not to kill you. 

Stepping Over The Bodies With Binary Certainty https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2021/02/Stepping-Over-The-Bodies-With-Binary-Certainty.pdf  

The most significant advancement in all life on earth happened over 2.2 billion years ago when cell 

A learned to communicate and cooperate with cell B. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eukaryote (See 

Dan Dennett https://as.tufts.edu/philosophy/people/faculty/daniel-dennett ) 

At the same time of course they do not call out the atrocities that they themselves commit. i.e. 

rank hypocrisy and the binary switch routine - the pig-ignorant blind spot in their world view. This is 

particularly so for Muslims throughout history (there are rare exceptions in some historical 

leadership) but anywhere where the warrior is fully sure of themselves and their “cause” and their 

“God is great”.  Greens/Labour types, Crusaders, ABC, etc. 

“you are either with us or against us” 

This is a classic framing technique the binaries use - based on the dram triangle and the Victim, 

Perpetrator, Hero narrative. i.e. if you are not the HERO FOR OUR TRIBAL CAUSE then you are the 

PERPETRATOR of CRIMES COMMITTED AGAINST OUR TRIBE - the self declared VICTIM. Women do 

this all the time - always claiming victim status as a group (women will hit a man then scream 

“victim” if the man hits back) but it is also present in many weak minded and barbaric tribal 

extremist types. E.g. Penny Wong “So you are the victim here” 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/05/02/a-liberal-decalogue-bertrand-russell/
https://www.panarchy.org/russell/decalogue.1951.html
http://userpages.bright.net/~dclose/10command-phildef.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Stepping-Over-The-Bodies-With-Binary-Certainty.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Stepping-Over-The-Bodies-With-Binary-Certainty.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eukaryote
https://as.tufts.edu/philosophy/people/faculty/daniel-dennett
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See  

Binary Groupthink https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Binary-Groupthink.pdf  

Corruption – Binary Thinking – Prove You are Not A Criminal https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2020/07/Corruption-Binary-Thinking-Prove-You-are-Not-A-Criminal.pdf  

Binary Groupthink – Overcoming https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Binary-

Groupthink-Overcoming-1.pdf Mobs and Mobthink is on the rise and I seem to be unable to address 

it – with most of my friends and acquaintances – they seem stuck in some kind of mental haze – 

some certainty which makes them smug and defensive on hypothesis, debate and alternative 

thinking. This has happened many times throughout human history. 

Chinese zealots and religious police at universities, schools, public services are the same as the bikie 

gangs enforcers and their execution style tactics, muslims and other tribal zealots - all ready to 

pounce on those who show any signs of questioning their shared mob insanity, lies and corruption. 

“The Mob united will never be defeated” chant the Greens/Labour and other violent tribalists. 

White Australian men marching in a masked group with a flag which says “White Australian men” 

chanting “the rest can go” which are the exact words Linda Burney and other Black activists 

(tribalists) used against anyone who was not of aboriginal descent on a widely broadcast TV 

campaign for “the voice” - are labeled as far right extremists and neo-nazis while women marching 

on parliament house screaming “believe all women” and “all women are victims” and endorsing “kill 

all men” memes are labeled as enlightened progressive heroes while singing “I am woman hear me 

roar”.  The hypocritical selective outrage against tribal chants and flag waving is plain for all to see - 

yet somehow the binary extremists fail to see anything but their own blind pig-ignorant tribalism 

and hatred. Palestine/Black/Greens/Labour types march with flags which say “kill all non-believers” 

are given free access in all countries and no-one dares to label them as anything other than 

“freedom fighters” less they get beheaded for their alternate views. 

It is difficult to track the changes in the last 50 years but I think the first tribalists were the women 

with their entitled victim narrative - “Women are victims of discrimination in schools because they 

are not scientists or engineers on average” “believe all women” “Kill all men” - supported by the ABC 

governments, Andrew Barr and the rest. Hilary Clinton and Malcolm Turnbull “Women are the 

biggest victims of war”. Mobs of weak minded deluded heroic men were cheering on and 

participating in the tribalism - “Black Lives Matter” “I am woman hear me roar” - all the time 

masking their lies and corruption for the “cause” and hoping for a cuttlefish moment (as explained 

by Douglas Murray) with some idiotic surgically enhanced women. Then the blacks, women - all 

became more corrupted and discrimination for blacks and women victims was legislated - Penny 

Wong, Andrew Barr, Dan Andrews, Matt Keen, Western Australia and the rest - until the whole 

Greens/Labour tribal mobs and other narcissistic psychopaths (you know like the ones they get to 

make allegations against cardinals in Melbourne or a political opponent and the ABC, and so called 

“journalists” hope to win a Walkley award for) cheered on changing all laws and constitutions, courts 

, education, government and systems in favour of blacks and women. Greg Sheridan and others pipe 

in - we are a “Judaic Christian” society - so that the ”right” kind of tribalism and binary groupthink 

can be emphasized in a kind of Jesuit/Calvanist/Lutheran kind of way. Then the muslims chant “Kill 

all Jews” - which is the same as “Kill all men” but somehow this time Sharrie Markson thinks it 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Binary-Groupthink.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Corruption-Binary-Thinking-Prove-You-are-Not-A-Criminal.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Corruption-Binary-Thinking-Prove-You-are-Not-A-Criminal.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Binary-Groupthink-Overcoming-1.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Binary-Groupthink-Overcoming-1.pdf
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matters - like all the tribal women, mulsim extremists and other weak minded men who ignore the 

destruction of society until it affects THEIR tribe. Sharrie at least gets that far - the ABC, Ed Husic, 

Katy Gallagher, Penny Wong, Tanya Plibersek, Tony Burke, Bill Shorten and the rest of the 

Greens/Labour types still double down on their violent tribalism and their “selective outrage” using 

the binary switch routine - making sure they choose the “right” things to be outraged about in a kind 

of permanent binary extremist way. Until a black gang or a muslim gang starts waving flags in YOUR 

FACE, chanting and yelling with megaphones (like ANU feminists and Greens psychopaths) into YOUR 

face or starts breaking into YOUR home and stealing everything - including your life - Until such time 

it happens to YOU - until such time as a Muslim enters your children’s school or childcare center 

shouting “God is Great” - until such time you are brutalized by the courts, by women, by the tribes - 

you do not understand where the barbarian comes from. They moved into the house next door. 

They sneer, and display smug smiles as they chant “I am Good” “God is great” as they exercise their 

daily crimes (e.g. Stephen Smith in London cancelling Australia Day after his paid gig to “write a 

report into defence” - corruption , nepotism - rampant criminality in politics) - stealing, lying, waving 

their swords and guns proudly in the air - See how “Good” I am. 

Gutless politicians and media are TOO AFRAID (but really most of them are too stupid - too 

cognitively challenged) to call out the violence from the tribes - inhumanity - from the women, the 

blacks, the religious extremists - who continue to destroy as much as they can - lest the sisterhood, 

black brotherhood and muslims come after their heads - as has already happened in Universities, 

Schools, (take the knee boy) , Media (ABC), politics (Greens/Left), Noel Pearson black tribal abusive 

types, courts (isn’t about time we appointed more muslim judges and instituted muslim law - after 

all, NT already allows Black Tribal law), businesses, boards, the United Nations legislates Indigenous 

Customs as sacrosanct, ”Rights of the ignorant, barbaric tribes - beheading and cannibalism is ‘our 

culture’ and ‘Identity’”  etc. 

You can imagine what kind of damaged mind could think the following; 

 There is one God 

 This Book some men wrote about God tells me what I should do 

 God loves that I burn, kill, rape and dismember people for the cause 

 The more barbaric I am the more aligned I am with God’s word 

 Heaven awaits 

So I challenge all those religious zealots CONVERT PEOPLE to your religious beliefs - PROVE HOW 

CERTAINLY RIGHT YOU ARE with debate and discussion - but just don’t KILL EVERYONE WHO 

DISAGREES WITH YOU as your GOD of Certainty COMMANDS YOU (What are you? - a slave? An 

artificial intelligence? A pig-ignorant slug? A Barbarian Horde?) Use something other than personal 

abuse and violence to salve your belief system and ease your personal hysterical anxiety and 

zombie like dream state. 

But for all (Hebrew, Muslim, Christian, etc) the “God of certainty” books the evil which must be 

murdered and removed from the planet are the Amalekites. So if you are going on your crusade and 

murderous passive aggressive attack, revenge or tribal extremist psychopathy - shout “Death to the 

Amalekites” - not as easy to say as “Kill all men” as endorsed by the ABC and many others - yet it has 

some history to it. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amalek#Amalekites_in_the_Hebrew_Bible 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amalek#Amalekites_in_the_Hebrew_Bible
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https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/the-amalekites and here we see the tribal zealot entitled 

victim narrative entrenched into muslim thinking “god is great” 

https://islamicstudies.info/quran/ishraq.php?sura=7&verse=130&to=141 “Alusi writes: Hasan al 

Busri has said (in reference to the Muslims’ struggle against their corrupt rulers) that had the people 

observed patience in the face of their corrupt rulers and sought Allah's succor, they would have had a 

better chance of getting rid of them. But they took to the sword and depended on it (with no 

results). To this statement of Hasan al Busri, Alusi adds his own remark: It is my own observation 

that their 1248 years of resort to the sword (against their rulers) never brought them any good.” - 

but hey if you write mandated incoherent and conflicting bullshit into the “good book” you can pick 

and choose what devout incoherence you choose in any given day - cant you? “Oh grand Mufti,- tell 

me who I am to smite today” 

Introduction 
The northern Germany, England and Flanders regions spent hundreds of years building 

communication, cooperation, trust and justice from 700 to 1500 - based on complex financial, 

marriage, inheritance, trading and protection systems. Much of it dates to Anglo-Saxon period and 

the defeat of the barbarian hordes - Huns, etc - while incorporating Germanic tribes and other 

northern groups from Denmark, Sweden and Norway - while the rest of Europe spent the next many 

hundreds of years more contending with Ottomans, Barbarians, Muslims and the other murderous 

destroyers.  

But Germany, Belgium, Denmark, etc - was given some time to sort things out - away from the 

constant barbarian raiders and spending more time building, trading and creating commerce and 

mercantile enterprises. Of course there was still the religious zealotry of Charlemaine, Luther, 

Catholics, Spanish Zealots, Calvin, Jesuits, and the rest - but those same religious zealots dominate 

most of the world now wanting everyone to kowtow to their entrenched tribal zealot ignorance. 

England was more complex still - with many changes and developments which had started earlier 

during the roman times. 

The geo-political maps of these northern areas throughout this period of history changed rapidly as 

alliances and changes were formed. I was reluctant to trace each boundary change until I realized 

that it was not each detail which mattered. It was the very complexity of the constant boundary 

changes, agreements, consolidations, marriages and merchant laws which was the thing to notice. 

Not each detailed change but the story of managing complex detailed changes over hundreds of 

years. Mostly this was done in a decent and fair dealing kind of way - negotiation, discussion and 

balanced agreement. People (rulers) made mistakes and the population helped identify and rectify 

them. They practiced over generations of families. 

There were examples of rulers around the 1500s trying to save money and spend less lavishly or 

recover from excessive debts so the Taxes which were paid could be better utilized. The Rostock 

Cathedral Feud - where funding was being rearranged 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rostocker_Domfehde 1483 to 1492 resulted in negotiated agreement 

between the noble family and the townspeople - who were - after all - the main source of wealth 

and prosperity. “The starting point for this feud was the intention to rename the now no longer 

https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/the-amalekites
https://islamicstudies.info/quran/ishraq.php?sura=7&verse=130&to=141
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rostocker_Domfehde
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existing Saint Jacob's Church in Rostock into a cathedral college . The remaining three Rostock parish 

churches were to be incorporated into this new cathedral . This was carried out in particular by Duke 

Magnus II of Mecklenburg (1441–1503), as he believed that this would secure the financing of the 

University of Rostock and his power because the benefices from all four churches should flow to the 

university. At the same time, however, such an approach resulted in a deterioration in the pastoral 

care of the communities” 

Some Germanic noble families build wooden houses and large houses in the communities they lived 

in rather than only Grand Castles of isolation and impregnability. Notably 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gifhorn_Castle Gifhorn Castle was built in 1525 - yet was only briefly a 

family residence - it became a retreat and on occasional event residence but more so a SYMBOL of 

shared defense and prosperity. 

For Hundreds of years from 1100 to 1500s various families connected from Italy and other areas to 

Northern Germany https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Este Welf/Guelph, Este, Billung 

Mecklenburg, Brunswick, Luneburg, Grubenhagen, Lauenburg, Gottingen, Wolfenbuttel, Osterode, 

Anhault/Ascania, Saxony - linking with families in Bavaria, Brandenburg, Denmark, Sweden. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brunonids Brunonids and Brunswick expanded in the north under 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_the_Lion Henry the Lion (1129/1131 – 6 August 1195) Henry 

was the founder of Munich (1157)[1] and Lübeck (1159);[1] he also founded and developed 

numerous other cities in Northern Germany and Bavaria, a.o. Augsburg, Hildesheim, Stade, Kassel, 

Güstrow, Lüneburg, Salzwedel, Schwerin and Brunswick. In Brunswick, his capital, he had a bronze 

lion, his heraldic animal, erected in the courtyard of his castle Dankwarderode in 1166—the first 

bronze statue north of the Alps. Later, he had Brunswick Cathedral built close to the statue. 

Henry the Fowler 876 – 2 July 936 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_the_Fowler  - with the 

support of other nobles in the area - consolidated the area and attacked the Magyars and barbarian 

raiding tribes and set off a series of changes which consolidated the defense systems for the area in 

both locations, towns and politics. 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_P%C3%BCchen The Battle of Püchen was fought in the 

summer of 919, between a Hungarian raiding army and the newly elected East Francian/German 

king Henry the Fowler, and ended with a Hungarian victory. This battle was a part of a long range 

Magyar raiding campaign, which lasted between the summer of 919 and the late winter or early 

spring of 920, and took part in countries like East Francia, West Francia, Burgundy and the Kingdom 

of Italy, resulting in victorious battles against the German king Henry the Fowler and the Burgundian 

king Rudolf II, while the West Francian and Lotharingian king Charles the Simple had no courage to 

face them 

After the defeat of Pressburg in 907 (Magyars/Huns take over Bavaria) , resulting in the death of his 

father Luitpold, and of a big part of the Bavarian elite, the new duke of Bavaria, Arnulf, tried to 

shape a modus vivendi with the Hungarians, which consisted in paying a tribute to them,[3] letting 

their armies cross his lands when they went to attack other countries, and using their help to defeat 

his enemies.[4] When in 914, he was chased away by the East Francian king Conrad I from his throne, 

he with his family retreated to Hungary, and, after an unsuccessful attempt in 916, he regained his 

duchy with Magyar's help in 917. This occurred while the Hungarians, continuing their campaign 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gifhorn_Castle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Este
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brunonids
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_the_Lion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_the_Fowler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_P%C3%BCchen
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towards West, occupied and burned Basel, a city which was, several months before, captured by 

Conrad I from the supporters of Arnulf and his ally, Burchard II, Duke of Swabia ..  With the death of 

Conrad I, Arnulf, helped by Burchard II, Duke of Swabia, hoped that he could be elected as East 

Francian king, but as a final revenge, the king, on his death-bed, designated Henry, the duke of 

Saxony as new king; a choice which was confirmed also by the assembly of Fritzlar, in May 919 by 

the nobles from Saxonia and Franconia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arnulf,_Duke_of_Bavaria 

Arnulf II (birth unknown; died 14 July 937), also known as the Bad (German: der Schlimme), the Evil 

(der Böse) or the Wicked, a member of the Luitpolding dynasty, held the title of Duke of Bavaria from 

about 907 until his death in 937  

Arnulf, Duke of Bavaria had given in to the Magyar tribes and allowed them through his lands to 

attack others.  

From 1100s to 1500s the area was characterized by a conglomeration of cooperative noble families 

and successful traders, craftsmen and merchants centered around various major trading towns in 

the area. The area was often protected from raider hordes and mass tribal migration by the cultures 

to the west and south - Lithuania, Poland, Kevian Rus, Russia, Baltic areas, France, Spain and was 

developing stronger relations with England, Denmark, Sweden and Norway. Instead of mass tribal 

displacements and migrations we see a period of individual migration by marriage, work, travel, 

business and opportunity. There are still wars of succession and power and religious wars raging so 

religious tribes were moving between towns and areas based each local area’s degrees of tolerance 

and accommodation. 

Most of these areas developed into largely independent “free” city states and prospered - not only 

with local farming, weaving, cloth, businesses and agriculture - but in Trade and Shipping - both 

internal shipping trade due to networks of rivers and waterways and hand built canals and also on 

the open seas. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hanseatic_League  The Hanseatic League[a] was a 

medieval commercial and defensive confederation of merchant guilds and market towns in Central 

and Northern Europe. Growing from a few North German towns in the late 12th century, the League 

expanded between the 13th and 15th centuries and ultimately encompassed nearly 200 

settlements across seven modern-day countries, ranging from Estonia in the north and east, to the 

King's Lynn, England in the west,[4][5] and Kraków, Poland, in the south. 

The Staple with England helped stabilize Wool trade from 1300s to 1500s .  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Staple  

From the period to 300s to 1100s we get the Angles, Saxons, Jutes and Norse/Normans/Vikings 

which formed part of northern Europe and Southern and coastal England 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saxons https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saxon_Wars and the Saxony 

area of Germany where Saxons maintained a strong presence in the area fighting boundary wars 

with various other tribal groups https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merovingian_dynasty Merovingian 

dynasty  (481 to 751) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obotrites Obotrites migrations of other tribal 

groups https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sorbs Sorbs https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thuringii Thuringii, 

Toringi or Teuriochaimai and also fighting the conversion wars of Charlemaine and the other Holy 

Roman Empire emperors https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carolingian_Empire Carolingian Empire 

initially against conversion and then on the side of the Christians. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arnulf,_Duke_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hanseatic_League
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Staple
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saxons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saxon_Wars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merovingian_dynasty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obotrites
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sorbs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thuringii
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carolingian_Empire
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Eventually the Frankish kingdoms are split https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_of_Verdun  by the 

Treaty of Verdun 843 and a confederation of Germanic people emerges 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_Francia as East Francia and a Germanic Kingdom lead by the 

Saxons under the https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottonian_dynasty was a Saxon dynasty of German 

monarchs (919–1024), named after three of its kings and Holy Roman Emperors named Otto, 

especially its first Emperor Otto I. It is also known as the Saxon dynasty after the family's origin in the 

German stem duchy of Saxony. The family itself is also sometimes known as the Liudolfings 

(Liudolfinger), after its earliest known member Count Liudolf (d. 866) and one of its most common 

given names. The Ottonian rulers were successors of the Germanic king Conrad I, who was the only 

Germanic king to rule in East Francia after the Carolingian dynasty and before this dynasty.[1] 

The Ottonians are associated with the notable military success that transformed the political 

situation in contemporary Western Europe: "It was the success of the Ottonians in molding the raw 

materials bequeathed to them into a formidable military machine that made possible the 

establishment of Germany as the preeminent kingdom in Europe from the tenth through the mid-

thirteenth century." They are also associated with a notable cultural movement (especially new 

literary traditions) known as the Ottonian Renaissance. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottonian_Renaissance  

We see the neighboring area of https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lotharingia Lotharingia develop from 

northern regions of Middle Francia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_Francia at the same time 

as Saxon Germany from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lothair_II Lothair II (835 – 8 August 869) 

including the areas of Belgium, Luxemberg, Lorriane, Netherlands and Germany. The Saxon King 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_the_Fowler Henry the Fowler ( 876 – 2 July 936) then invaded 

parts of Lotharinga, formed alliances “Through successful warfare and a dynastic marriage, Henry 

acquired Lotharingia as a vassal in 925. Unlike his Carolingian predecessors, Henry did not seek to 

create a centralized monarchy, ruling through federated autonomous stem duchies instead” Henry’s 

son Otto https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otto_the_Great Otto I (23 November 912 – 7 May 973) He 

continued his father's work of unifying all German tribes into a single kingdom and greatly expanded 

the king's powers at the expense of the aristocracy. Through strategic marriages and personal 

appointments, Otto installed members of his family in the kingdom's most important duchies. This 

reduced the various dukes, who had previously been co-equals with the king, to royal subjects under 

his authority. Otto transformed the church in Germany to strengthen royal authority and subjected 

its clergy to his personal control. After putting down a brief civil war among the rebellious duchies, 

Otto defeated the Magyars at the Battle of Lechfeld in 955, thus ending the Hungarian invasions of 

Western Europe.[3] The victory against the pagan Magyars earned Otto a reputation as a savior of 

Christendom and secured his hold over the kingdom. By 961, Otto had conquered the Kingdom of 

Italy. Following the example of Charlemagne's coronation as "Emperor of the Romans" in 800, Otto 

was crowned emperor in 962 by Pope John XII in Rome. 

The Lotharingia area developed into Brabant, Loon, Julich, Utrecht, Louvain, Limberg and many 

other duchies https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lower_Lotharingia  

From 700 to 1100 the Norse/Vikings were pushing into the northern parts of Europe including 

Iceland, Greenland, Areas around the Baltic, Veliky Novgorod (Vangarians) and  Northern Scottish 

Islands and eventually England https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vikings along with other groups as part 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_of_Verdun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_Francia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottonian_dynasty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottonian_Renaissance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lotharingia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_Francia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lothair_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_the_Fowler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otto_the_Great
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lower_Lotharingia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vikings
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of a concerted invasion https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norman_Conquest Norman Conquest (or the 

Conquest) was the 11th-century invasion and occupation of England by an army made up of 

thousands of Norman, Breton, Flemish, and French troops, all led by the Duke of Normandy, later 

styled William the Conqueror. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viking_activity_in_the_British_Isles  

England had became a mix of tribal groups including Britons, Picts, Scots, Norse, Frank, Dal Riata 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/D%C3%A1l_Riata with remnants of Roman Conquest and Early Roman 

Christians and ongoing Christian Migrations originally from Italy to places like Canterbury 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augustine_of_Canterbury Augustine of Canterbury early 6th century 

to 604, Ireland Clonard Abbey 520 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clonard_Abbey  Scotland Iona 

Abbey 536 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iona_Abbey Cornwall The Hill of Slane 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slane#The_Hill_of_Slane  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lindisfarne 

Lindisfarne the workplace of Bede the Venerable 672/3 to 26 May 735 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bede  

England was a conglomeration of cultures from the time of the Roman invasion onwards. 

So we can see connections with many groups, individuals and families developing from the 1000s 

across the different cultures and areas around the northern parts of Europe from Germany to France 

with strong connections to England. We also see a conglomeration of related duchies - all very close 

to each other and having multiple interactions with areas around them. This is more complicated 

than massive empires and caliphates. 

Prior to this up to the period of 300 we get a view of the area from the Roman historians as a 

conglomeration of tribes called https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suebi Suebi. The Romans did not 

conquer the area of the Saxons https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maroboduus  

Current Historians identify an earlier culture from -500 to -100  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jastorf_culture Jastorf culture was an Iron Age material culture in 

what is now northern Germany and the southern Scandinavian Peninsula,[1] spanning the 6th to 1st 

centuries BC, forming the southern part of the Pre-Roman Iron Age. The culture evolved out of the 

Nordic Bronze Age. This culture was centered near https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bad_Bevensen Bad 

Bevensen which is near the region of Lüneburg (one home of the Brunswick family) 

Prior to this culture we see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lusatian_culture The Lusatian culture 

existed in the later Bronze Age and early Iron Age (1300–500 BC). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nordic_Bronze_Age Nordic Bronze Age (also Northern Bronze Age, or 

Scandinavian Bronze Age) is a period of Scandinavian prehistory from c. 2000/1750–500 BC. Nordic 

Bronze Age maintained close trade links with Mycenaean Greece The people of the Nordic Bronze 

Age were actively engaged in the export of amber, and imported metals in return, becoming expert 

metalworkers. With respect to the number and density of metal deposits, the Nordic Bronze Age 

became the richest culture in Europe during its existence  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amber_Road The Amber trade route goes through the area of Saxony. 

Several roads connected the North Sea and Baltic Sea, especially the city of Hamburg to the Brenner 

Pass, proceeding southwards to Brindisi (nowadays Italy) and Ambracia (nowadays Greece). 
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 I read some family histories during the 1200s to 1500s of the region where when the father died - 

the brothers decided to rule in peace and cooperatively. They agreed peacefully to managing things. 

This in contrast to the Khans, Ottomans, Muslims, Byzantines, Despotates and many others where 

transition to power from on generation to the next was all out tribal warfare. The Romans and 

Greeks had some success in transition to power in their times as well. 

Some Nobles were called “the good” “the peaceful” “The admired” rather than “the murderous 

psychopathic narcissist” like the barbarians and other tribal extremists were called. Quite clearly 

there were some people in the “Crusades” who returned with some kind of mental disorder - 

probably associated with what we now call “Post Traumatic Stress Disorder” and as hinted at with 

the mass hysteria of “Saint Vitus Dance” and other mob hysterias at the time. After all - this period 

of history from 1200 to 1500 - there were wars, plagues, famines and whole towns and cities were 

emptied of people which is why nobles of the time could negotiate to “Buy” towns and re-populate 

them. 

Roman and Greek history was being published and universities were educating people and provided 

some wider views and alternate contexts for people to explore. Exploration of science and the 

planet also opened up people to thinking and forming individual ideas and opinions. 

John II of Brabant https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_II,_Duke_of_Brabant   (27 September 1275 – 

27 October 1312), also called John the Peaceful set up Antwerp as a major trading centre with the 

English and other markets (France, Germany, Genoa, Venice, North Sea) and Antwerp was perfectly 

positioned as a major distribution area to inland France and Germany as well as access to major 

international shipping routes. Hence over the years from 1200 to 1500 - many of the cities in the 

northern areas became wealthy with trade and international dealings and industry - wool, cloth, 

wine from france, tin from england, spices from india, etc - dealing with traders from many areas. 

This was not the area that would easily succumb to dogmatic religious tyranny as the Spanish the 

tried to inflict for many centuries. 

Abstracting the Human 
It is very difficult for tribal types (binary thinkers) to abstract out the idea of human. This technique 

of using the word “human” is simple and effective. 

For example Jack Houghton? On Sky TV uses the words for hamas victims and hostages as “Women 

Children and Civilians”. Like all tribal types and women in particular - Sharrie Markson, Amanda 

Stoker, Peta Credlin, Penny Wong, Katy Gallagher, Tanya Plibersek, Andrew Barr, Claire O’Neil, Mark 

Dreyfuss and most of the Greens/Left types - the word “men” being associated with victims is too 

difficult for their binary tribal drama triangle minds to cope with. Men are never the victim (despite, 

truth, facts or statistics) and can never be called the victim. Men are always guilty of all crimes (not 

mentally ill or impaired by drugs or emotional breakdowns - police in Victoria have been shooting 

mentally ill men for years) yet when women commit crimes there is a just reason (“battered wife” 

syndrome - entitled victim) or they are assumed to be mentally ill or affected by drugs or an 

emotional breakdown. Police issue statements like “approach women who murdered her partner 

(threw her out a window e.g.) with sensitivity and care - we want to look after her and her distress at 

killing her partner - (she is the “victim” of having killed her own partner). Instead we get - call police 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_II,_Duke_of_Brabant
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immediately and stay away from mentally ill man who is having a major episode and considered 

dangerous and we don’t know if he is armed (ABC to fact check later)” Much of this difficulty with 

these weak minded tribal types is that they always play the drama triangle placing themselves as a 

hero or the entitled victim - and then concentrate on the perpetrator. The heroes make themselves 

“superman” going for utopia, “the greater good” and the destruction of the devil. 

See What Were You Thinking - 1400s https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2023/03/What-Were-You-Thinking-1400s.pdf  

 

For example more men are victims of violence than women, men die earlier have more disease 

injury and death and die by suicide at much higher rates than women - especially in Australia. 17% 

percent (not 70% as I recently mistakenly quoted) of children are declared disabled by the NDIS - 

mostly boys. Boys failing schools, Boys with no role models, boys blamed for everything, Boys failing 

universities, Boys with gender issues and confusion. Life expectancy (on average) for all men is lower 

than women but this only matters for Blacks (tribal binary). None of these things “outrage” these 

people or any women or blacks - who spend most of their lives whinging and complaining about 

their tribal group victimness. Jews, Muslims, Binary extremists, tribal “causists”, Feminists, Women 

(on average - groupthink, entitled victim narrative), Black - tribalists and weak minded men (heroes 

for the cause). Self designated heroes like Mark Dreyfuss, ABC, ACT Magistrate Robert Cook and 

many other weak minded men in particular play the “hero” in the drama triangle for the winging 

women and blacks - and destroy men and other individuals who upset their deluded view of their 

own “heroism”.  

The reality is that the “others” is in reality “themselves”- everyone. The human condition. There is 

no “others”, JUST US. 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/What-Were-You-Thinking-1400s.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/What-Were-You-Thinking-1400s.pdf
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Yet none of these people or women and greens/left types generally will ever acknowledge that men 

are victims and may even be more deserving  (if you believe in tribalism) of attention and care than 

women, blacks and other self designated tribal entitled victims types - the passive aggressives. 

Indeed - the very idea of supporting people REGARDLESS OF GROUP IDENTITY - has been replaced 

by rank obvious legislated tribalness, nepotism, groupthink and corruption. Fully corrupted and 

cheered on by tribal mobs.”Keeping women and their children safe” the ENTITLED VICTIM 

NARRATIVE. See An Architecture of Ideas  https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2022/10/An-Architecture-of-Ideas.pdf where I discuss disadvantage using fishers 4 

box model and highlight the binary switch technique that women and blacks use. 

Imagine Australian pioneers whinging like the women and blacks of today. 

https://gutenberg.net.au/ebooks/e00095.html Copyright  partial extract not for profit public 

interest education Steele Rudd - “On our selection” “To You “Who Gave Our Country Birth;”to the 

memory of You whose names, whose giant enterprise, whose deeds of fortitude and daring were 

never engraved on tablet or tombstone; to You who strove through the silences of the Bush-lands 

and made them ours; to You who delved and toiled in loneliness through the years that have faded 

away; to You who have no place in the history of our Country so far as it is yet written; to You who 

have done MOST for this Land; to You for whom few, in the march of settlement, in the turmoil of 

busy city life, now appear to care; and to you particularly, 

GOOD OLD DAD, 

This Book is most affectionately dedicated. 

Or https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Sundowners_(1960_film)  

The opposite of fat, dumb and Lazy. 

No whinging tribal mobs in that lot, only authentic humans struggling to make a living, making 

mistakes and learning - only a few decades ago - now we have constant tribal women and blacks and 

the other binary types complaining all the time and looking for hand outs. 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/An-Architecture-of-Ideas.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/An-Architecture-of-Ideas.pdf
https://gutenberg.net.au/ebooks/e00095.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Sundowners_(1960_film)
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So the binaries cannot even think in groups - like the Roman Pantheon tried to do in Roman times - 

to allow all groups equal consideration. They think diversity of tribes - groupthink - solves tribal 

wars. See Equality Diversity Proportion Value Trust https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2021/05/Equality-Diversity-Proportion-Value-Trust.pdf  This is a basic cognition 

issue in most humans. Not only are they binary extremists - but they tend to inhabit a place of “self” 

totally unconnected even with a coherent binary extremist view. (Singletons - level 1 thinking) - total 

self interest - narcissism. People like Tony Burke, Katy Gallagher, Mark Deryfuss, Penny Wong and 

Claire O’Neill are in a constant state of narcissistic tribal tantrums. 

The Pantheon was a sign of decline of the Roman empire- a bit like the Commonwealth 

Discrimination Act is in Australia. Designated groups are declared and then one by one the groups 

were excluded while other groups sought dominance. In the discrimination Act, Men are excluded 

from the Act - it is legal to discriminate against men and women must always be discriminated for. 

We see this rampant tribalism in Katy Gallagher and Claire O’Neil and all the Other Green/Left 

corrupt Barbarian types  and it is has been mandated in schools, governments and many parts of 

Australian systems and law “Keeping women and their children safe” , Office of Women, ACT laws 

(Andrew Barr and the other feminists in Canberra legal systems). The rampant Tribalism now is very 

much like the rampant tribalism and corruption at the start of the decline of the western Roman 

empire (over a period of about 400 years from 100 to 500). (Greens/Blue tribes and widespread 

corruption in Courts and government) Ammianus Marcellinus 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammianus_Marcellinus 

https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Ammian/31*.html “This race of untamed 

men, without encumbrances, aflame with an inhuman desire for plundering others' property, made 

their violent way amid the rapine and slaughter of the neighbouring peoples as far as the Halani, 

once known as the Massagetae.” 

See Procopius of Caesarea https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Procopius 

https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/basis/procop-anec.asp  

See Habitual Delusion https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Habitual-

Delusion.pdf  

Escaping level 2 thinking is difficult for most of the population - but by using the word “human” 

when talking about things can help. For example when talking about beheading people - instead of 

saying women and their children were be-headed and civilians were beheaded (like Sky does) say 

instead many “humans” were be-headed. The atrocity can be discussed as simply as that. Principles 

about humanity can be discussed without habitually reducing everything to tribalism. The Human 

Condition. 

e.g. humans were randomly attacked and beheaded in a Location by people claiming to belong to 

the barbarian tribal cause “x” (Muslims, Conquistadors, Crusaders (for the cause), Cosacks, Mongols, 

Ottomans,  Tribal Zealots, Blacks, Chinese, etc). To some extent, some reporters will report that they 

do not know who committed the crime or what the reasons were - the “cause” - and allow the 

judicial process(NOT the police commissioners or politicians) to do their job rather than declare 

“domestic violence” or “race” or “Battered Wife” or “Church Sexual abuse” as tribal memes which 

pre-judge the facts. 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Equality-Diversity-Proportion-Value-Trust.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Equality-Diversity-Proportion-Value-Trust.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammianus_Marcellinus
https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Ammian/31*.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Procopius
https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/basis/procop-anec.asp
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Habitual-Delusion.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Habitual-Delusion.pdf
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What kinds of actions do humans consider barbaric? 

You do not need to go down a long list of tribal groupings as if some people or more or less victims 

of being beheaded. i.e. that some people deserved to be beheaded for some reason. Then the act of 

deliberate beheading can be discussed in principle. It is a bit like saying “women and children were 

beheaded (so we know they are victims - because women and children must always be declared as 

victims) but I cannot confirm that the men beheaded did not deserve to beheaded - ABC will fact 

check this” 

A ship sank - the captain and crew survived but all the passengers died. (Including women and 

children??? Why - why is that worth reporting?) 

A train crashed the train driver died but all the passengers lived. The train driver was woman. 

A bus crashed killing all passengers - the bus driver was a jewish women - some of the victims were 

muslim men. 

A bomb went off at an international festival killing Australians, Swedish and German nationals - 

including muslims and their children??? 

As a women she was also not going to be able to do decent job. 

As a jew they were always going to be the chosen ones. 

As an arayan they always had superior human skills. 

As a muslim they are always victims and need to kill everyone all the time shouting “god is great”. 

A human was beheaded in a random attack in the street but I am still waiting for tribal identification 

so I can report it the right way. If it is not the right tribe ABC will not report it. 

As a black they never had the brains to do any decent work. 

As an irish black trans jew they were always going to tell bigoted jokes.  

We are waiting to determine the identities of the victim and the perpetrator so we can confirm and 

entrench our sunk cost bias, confirmation biases and tribal binary groupthink. 

What exactly is the point of describing the Act of Beheading random people  i.e. “humans” as a 

tribal list of emphasized tribal groups “women” “children” “women and their children” “jews” 

“chinese” “victims”???? 

One can abstract “barbarian acts” out to be discussed and talked about. 

“I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged 

by the color of their skin but by the content of their character.” 

https://www.npr.org/2010/01/18/122701268/i-have-a-dream-speech-in-its-entirety  

The reason I ask the question “What exactly is the point” is to get you to ask and answer that 

question to your self.  

https://www.npr.org/2010/01/18/122701268/i-have-a-dream-speech-in-its-entirety
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The answer you give yourself will tell you how “human” you are. If you are a binary tribal zealot or a 

barbarian - then none of what I have written will make any sense to you at all. 

Chinese Wars of “Re-Unification” 
China has declared war on Taiwan by calling it a re-unification war. Most people have missed the 

significance of this wording and the impacts on Iran and Russia who will now use this “god type” 

word of meaningless tribalism to mount their own prolonged wars on other nations.  (Remember 

God type words are words like “good”, “equality”, “fair” “Just”, “diversity”, - even “Plurality” if not 

adequately described - defined and measured). e.g. Bill Shorten is not intelligent enough to 

understand what the word “plurality” means yet he will use it - like a child playing dress-ups 

pretending to be grown-up or Blacks calling themselves a “nation”. 

Unification of what, exactly? Eye shape? Skin colour? Pig-ignorance? - Tiawan is not pig-ignorant like 

the Chinese Dictators. Race! Tribalism when it suits you. We are all the “same” race and I will tell you 

what race means. We are all one big “Chinese family” The pig-ignorance of Chinese tyrants knows no 

bounds. 

Yet the rest of the world is dominated by Blacks, Women, Left/Right, Democrat/Republican, etc 

tribalism - what a perfect time for the Chinese, Muslims and other mobs and hordes to express the 

binary tribal groupthink and zealotry with violence attached. 

Re-unification is one of those meaningless god type words “Good” that allows the speaker to declare 

and do anything they want. Like “Reconciliation” or “Diversity” - reconciliation of what exactly??? 

Diversity of what - gender??? 10,000 genders to be diversified by? See Equality Diversity Proportion 

Value Trust https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Equality-Diversity-Proportion-

Value-Trust.pdf  

Rampant tribalism amongst feminists, black tribal binary types, women (on average - entitled victim 

narratives) and weak -minded men (heroes and virtue signalers to the group) has encouraged China 

and other warmongers to see the weakness in many nation states including New Zealand, Canada, 

USA, Australia and United Kingdom - who were once proud democratic Nations but have now been 

taken over by binary thinkers, rampant tribalism - special laws for blacks, women and tribes and the 

destruction of the human individual. The elites are now fully corrupt and cheap for the Chinese to 

buy off and influence - not only in the Solomon islands but also Victoria, Darwin (port) Western 

Australia (mining and airports), Universities, Businesses and many other places where corrupt elites 

operate. Dan Andrews, Bob Carr and Anthony Albanese ejaculate with joy whenever they mention 

the word “China” let alone be in the presence of the “Dear Leader”. 

Politicians are fully corrupt in most places in Australia and dominated by Green/Left binary tribal 

zealots, criminals, black and feminist tribal activists and narcissistic psychopaths. Most politicians 

behave like criminals - lying, stealing and corrupting every part of the government for their own 

personal purposes and causes. They will do anything to hang on to power and keep stealing public 

money. Even senior public servants are on the gravy train of public money. How many public 

servants, politicians and staffers flew to India to see Australia play India on the cricket world cup - 

we know Richard Marles and Penny Wong went - but the department of Health? How many 

“conferences” happened to be on at the same time so that public servants could all go along and 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Equality-Diversity-Proportion-Value-Trust.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Equality-Diversity-Proportion-Value-Trust.pdf
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watch the game? How many tickets did the Indian government provide and who allocated them to 

Australians? 

Anthony Albanese pants like a weak minded (sentient) puppy when sitting and begging at the 

Chinese emperor’s knee. They pat his head and call him a “good dog” - which he likes because he 

likes being “good” rather that than being a prime minister of any standing or self respect. All of the 

Chinese laugh at the ignorance of Albanese but he is too stupid to comprehend.  Australia’s Prime 

minister is a national security threat and sovereign risk for all Australians. Billy McMahon looks like 

an intellectual giant uninterested in the trappings and privileges of being prime minister fully 

focused on Australia’s concerns compared to Albanese. Anthony celebrates his pig-ignorance by 

attacking others as non-causists, racists and misogynists. (Ray Martin - “Dickheads”, Noel Pearson - 

“#$@#$!!”) 

This tribalism and groupthink exactly suits the Chinese mindset where it runs an empire of tribes 

dominated by the Han Chinese with ruthless and barbaric destruction of the individual and 

mandates and rewards tribalism and groupthink. This is essentially a technique designed to destroy 

the individual - in their view - to “Maintain peace” as large groups all marching in proud goose step 

(North Korea, China, Russia, etc). We have seen this smug, proud, righteous goose-step before 

throughout history. 

Historically - China’s tribalism and groupthink can be traced to the hundreds of years of wars and 

expelling the Mongol hoards - a group of tartar/hun/turkic/turkoman/Hun type barbarian tribal 

raiders who roamed across Asia for thousands of years. The Chinese “unified” their tribes fighting 

the Mongols. So it is difficult for the Chinese to be anything other than racist and tribal extremists 

and they have very little understanding of humanity or plurality and they have a preference for tribal 

domination. They think of themselves as a large “Empire” with colonies of various tribes. They did 

not experience what Europe experienced. The Chinese are like a large termite mound with the 

Queen Termite running everything. The mass of termites builds great walls, grand canals, buildings 

and protections and - as a mass - feed the authoritarian and totalitarian state - individuals are tossed 

aside unless they entirely subservient to the Queen Termite’s desires. They love their “massness” 

and “group idiotology” which is why China has so much in common with Muslim tribes and Russian 

warrior tribes - intent of destruction of individual and celebration of binary groups and groupthink. 

Their historical memory of mass tribal domination is their “culture”. This is mixed with smug, 

sneering, delusional ideas of “superiority” in culture, science, morality, etc - very much like the 

blacks in Australia and the “utopian” and “noble savage”  memes. Greens/Labour, little girls, weak 

minded men and sentient dogs have similar mentalities. Pig ignorance seems to strongly connect 

with smug, sneering pouting and poncing about like the greens/labour narcissistic psychopaths, 

feminists and women (on average - entitled victim, groupthink). 

Russia and Iran will now embark on a series of prolonged wars based on the concept of “re-

unification” - Russia across their chosen historic boundaries and Iran everywhere asking muslims to 

take over every country they are in. It is a world domination cult now being run by the psychopathic 

dictators in China, Russia and Iran. The Iranians hanker back to the delusional glory days of “Persia”, 

various Islamic caliphates and other previous cultures and see themselves as cultural elites - despite 

their ability to read the same one book over and over again as if it is the “truth” - (now to be “belief 

checked” by the ABC as a “lived experience” (Hurssurl) and “my truth” (Oprah and princesses)). 
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World domination cults are everywhere now - Global Economic Forums, United Nations, Multi 

nationals, Financial systems, Elite Governments - the list is endless. The Individual is under attack 

from everywhere. 

Chinese and Russians have very little concept of Nation - China mainly fought internal tribal wars and 

defense against the Mongol hoards and Japanese pirates. The other wars China fought were empire 

and expansion wars - making other countries vassal states (Tibet, Viet). It understands “empire” but 

not Nation in the same way most tribal types - Native Americans, Aborigines and other binary tribal 

types - including religious zealots - have no real idea of the history of the world or humanity and 

have no interest in anything other than themselves and their tribe. 

So when the European Colonial Empires relinquished control and nations in Africa, Australia, 

Americas, Pacific, etc all took shape - this was a new idea. China is now observing what it sees as 

failed nations which require a strong empire to rule over them to “keep them safe”. This was the 

expression the Russians used when invading Ukraine “saviours”. This is the type of rhetoric of Iran 

“Uniting the muslim tribes to keep them safe from the infidel” and feeds into Jihads, wars, tribal 

conflicts that the binaries seem to enjoy. The emperor of China is as dim witted as any Green/Labour 

politician as well and they share the narcissism and belief in how “good” they are that they are 

“saving” everyone and they have far superior intellects and knowledge than anyone else. 

Fighting for individual choice and freedoms is different to fighting for keeping us safe from 

Mongolian Hoards.  

Hysterical women, Chinese and none of Greens/Left types understand or comprehend any of that. 

It is not that the Emperor has no clothes - it is that the emperor does not know what clothes are. 

Null - empty. 

Promoting Talent 
Speaking the obvious - talented people get recognized and supported and go to universities and they 

learn things - develop their skills. To be given opportunities - the better they did the more support 

they got. 

 The Romans, Greeks and many other people throughout history recognized this - slaves, children 

and talented people from anywhere were recognized supported and promoted. 

Wealthy backers in the 1400s and 1500s would send young bright boys to universities so they could 

learn and develop whether the child came from a poor family or not. Girls too were given 

opportunities to learn and develop - especially if they were from wealthy families or married into 

wealthy families. Elizabeth and Mary were highly educated. 

In Australia now merit and talent no longer matters in universities. Taxpayers subsidize tribal group 

selections of people who have little or no talent or interest in learning anything. Blacks and women 

are given placements and money - by way of government grants, charities and subsidies - over 

better qualified men in all education systems and praised for their low quality work of no merit or 

containing tribal zealot propaganda. A “Feminist Manifesto” or “Black lives Matter” - seems to be all 

they can chant in their mob delirium praised by idiot tribal women and weak minded men. 
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In America wealthy families buy degrees for their idiotic celebrity children from Universities who 

have not only succumbed to corruption and bribes but also virtue signaling tribalism for women and 

blacks over better qualified men. Australian Universities beg for more wealthy Chinese and Indian 

migrants to prop up their exorbitant lifestyles no matter how corrupt the education system 

becomes. 

“What is your main achievement?” “I was awarded the best black, female, lesbian Jewish student in 

the history of Oxford University” 

Gosh now you are playing in the Big League! 

Parliamentary Legislated Succession of  Kings 
While the idea of the selection of popes by a committee and election process 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papal_conclave has be around for a long time - the idea of inheritance 

of titles and lands - especially ”kingdoms” - is most often associated with conflict and warfare.  

See What Were you Thinking – 1500s – Part2 https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2023/11/What-Were-you-Thinking-1500s-part2.pdf  

 

 

With the Byzantine Empire in the 1300s around the power base of Constantinople we get a mixture 

of religious succession and succession of kingdoms and it was the infighting, revolts and “civil wars” 

around the 1300’s which lead to the Ottoman take over and the final collapse of the Byzantine 

Empire . https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Byzantine_revolts_and_civil_wars  

Families, inheritance, and ownership dominates the wars throughout history - the old Macedonian 

lead empires in Egypt and Iraq tried to solve the inheritance problem with relatives marrying each 

other - sisters, brothers, fathers , daughters, mothers, sons  - trying to keep inheritances and control 

“in the family”. This technique continued in Europe with families marring cousins - so much so that 

many “royal” families now have genetic mutations as a result of generations of inbreeding. 

Genghis Khan had many children and this produced a long line of people who all claimed to have 

“rights” to power, land and property - resulting in infighting, murder and slaughter which lasted 

centuries. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papal_conclave
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/What-Were-you-Thinking-1500s-part2.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/What-Were-you-Thinking-1500s-part2.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Byzantine_revolts_and_civil_wars
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It was around the time of Henry VII of England - who had numerous wives and daughters - that the 

First Succession Act of parliament was written into law 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Succession_Act and this process continues to this day and is the 

basis of the idea of a western type democracy or debate, discussion, election and legislation. 

This is a significant idea and maybe considered  an idea of the west - to the extent that when 

Elizabeth I died in England in 1603 - the parliament had already considered succession and had 

agreed and organized with the populous, elites, monarchs, parliament and royal families who would 

succeed - well ahead of the death of the current Monarch - giving everyone some certainty and 

comfort on what was going to happen next - a well thought out, communicated , understood, 

documented and legislated transition plan - which has  become a major idea of the west. 

But this too can be corrupted and attacked in a warlike manner - for example in China, Russia and 

other places people are killed, assassinated, poisoned, publicly demeaned and attacked or removed 

prior to succession or elections - so the war has shifted from after the succession event to  

manipulation of people and laws before the next succession event. We are seeing this take place in 

places like USA and Australia - particularly with legal systems and courts - where  parliament tries to 

damage or exclude their rivals from the next election (e.g. Tony Abbot on Pauline Hansen, 

Greens/Labour on Liberals,  China, Russia, North Korea  “Dictators for life” (like Julius Caeser), Court 

action, etc) - but also too with media which attacks one group and defends and promotes the other 

group - especially with hopes of rewards, money, contracts, appointments,  overseas postings,  graft 

and corruption which then dominates places like Australia, USA and many other democracies as they 

become more corrupt. 

Another idea of the west is the idea of “commonwealth”. This is a general word which conveys the 

sharing idea of a nation and people within the nation to the various parts - not in an extreme 

Marxist dogmatic sense - but as a general idea of “shared value” and prosperity which every can 

“share” by some kind of authentic participation  - not theft, corruption, murder, etc but by “fair 

dealing” - another general type expression which is a fundamental idea of the west but was 

practiced by traders and explorers over thousands of years  and was highlighted recently as I 

followed the daily travels of a Venice merchant of the 1500s throughout Asia: 

Cesar Frederick/Cesare Federici - Lifespan[1530 to 1603] Born_Loc(Erbanno, Republic of Venice) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Merchant, Explorer, Historian, Trader, Venice),Wikidata(Q3665418) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cesare_Federici  

https://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/13287/pg13287-images.html  

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text%3Fdoc%3DPerseus%253Atext%253A1999.03.0070%253

Anarrative%253D415  

By way of concluding this long account of my peregrinations, I have this to say, that those parts of 

the Indies in which I have been are very good for a man who has little, and wishes by diligent 

industry to make rich: providing always that he conducts himself so as to preserve the reputation 

of honesty. Such, persons will never fail to receive assistance to advance their fortunes. But, for those 

who are vicious, dishonest, or indolent, they had better stay at home; for they shall always remain 

poor, and die beggars.  End of the Peregrinations of Cesar Frederick. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Succession_Act
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cesare_Federici
https://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/13287/pg13287-images.html
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text%3Fdoc%3DPerseus%253Atext%253A1999.03.0070%253Anarrative%253D415
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text%3Fdoc%3DPerseus%253Atext%253A1999.03.0070%253Anarrative%253D415
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The reason Gough Whitlam and the other Greens/Labour types removed the word “commonwealth” 

from Australia’s legislation is because - being binary and Marxists - they had no real idea of what the 

word meant. Like Bede’s lament “They had forgotten the history”. 

Freedom to Think - Private Lives - Positive Vetting 
I had a Dream about an educational course  with a group of people over 5 days in a room and 

accommodation - with lectures for 5 days by the testing team with final test to be completed in 10 

minutes on the last day. 

We all rushed the test and then were graded and then found out it was all part a greater test. Our 

rooms were search and all our interactions over the 5 days were being evaluated and judged. We 

were not only graded on the exam but every movement, gesture, thought and reaction was being 

recorded observed and evaluated. Every interaction and private conversation was recorded and 

evaluated. Our wallets were searched and private belongings examined while we were being tested. 

Then we were told this and presented with 3 envelopes to open if we wished 1. Test results, 2 - 

Those you dare. 3. Those who are unafraid to see. 

Then our reactions to the testers over what had happened and how our privacy was being invaded 

and our conversations with them were also being evaluated and tested - a never ending cycle of 

proding, poking and judging. 

They then replayed video of all the positive vetting testing techniques they had used covertly - 

suggesting things , testing our corruption - provided little tests all the time. 

Big Brother is watching you. “reality” TV shows - Cooking competitions, Relationships, Courts of 

judegment, etc.  

Private thoughts on public display for constant judegment and evaluation. “Social Credit” (Chinese 

and Australia) 

Everyone is the judge - constant tribal binary judgement. Good /Bad. 

It was a nightmare. 

Devoutly Practicing Hypocrisy 
These words are the “word of God”. But it is more complicated than that - I will tell you when to 

believe the “word of God” and when to ignore it and treat it as a story - an allegory with deeper 

subtle meaning - Trust me. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Deuteronomy%2013&version=NIV If a prophet, or 

one who foretells by dreams, appears among you and announces to you a sign or wonder,  and if the 

sign or wonder spoken of takes place, and the prophet says, “Let us follow other gods” (gods you 

have not known) “and let us worship them,” you must not listen to the words of that prophet or 

dreamer. The Lord your God is testing you to find out whether you love him with all your heart and 

with all your soul. It is the Lord your God you must follow, and him you must revere. Keep his 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Deuteronomy%2013&version=NIV
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commands and obey him; serve him and hold fast to him. That prophet or dreamer must be put to 

death for inciting rebellion against the Lord your God, who brought you out of Egypt and redeemed 

you from the land of slavery. That prophet or dreamer tried to turn you from the way the Lord your 

God commanded you to follow. You must purge the evil from among you. 

Let us imagine the new God of “Science”. 

The scientist says “if you do that then this is going to happen” - a prophecy - i.e. - the thing “takes 

place”. Then you have to purge the evil. 

If your very own brother, or your son or daughter, or the wife you love, or your closest friend secretly 

entices you, saying, “Let us go and worship other gods” (gods that neither you nor your ancestors 

have known, gods of the peoples around you, whether near or far, from one end of the land to the 

other), do not yield to them or listen to them. Show them no pity. Do not spare them or shield them.  

You must certainly put them to death. Your hand must be the first in putting them to death, and … 

But only some bits and pieces - depending on the pope, bishop, mufti apply as the word of god at 

any time depending - they will tell you which bits to read and take note of and which to ignore - in 

some kind daily practiced permanent entrenched incoherent hypocrisy. Take the knee to 

permanent hypocrisy and violent mob belief. 

And because it is all about what you and your tribe has known - you are permanently ignorant and 

never able to learn anything new because you are constantly purging the evil while your “heart is 

full of love for your god” - a ”happy  murderer” - “LOOK MUMMY I BEHEADED AN UNBELIEVER!  

And I AM SO HAPPY AND PROUD” or as David Pocock and his tribe would say “look mummy I glued 

myself to someone else’s machinery for the cause” 

Now some will say that having one “god book” which contradicts itself and contains clear murderous 

language and vague ideas all expressed together is a “good idea” - that it encourages exploration 

and debate as well as simple rules for simpletons. “Thou shalt not kill” - unless it is someone who 

questions my authority and beliefs. 

 Self anointed luminaries will sit around all day talking about the one book - over and over and over 

and over again. They love their one book. Yet quite clearly with Vedas, Upanishads, Buddha, Rock 

art, etc - exploration and debate was happing before the religious fanatics and dogmatists invented 

the one certain god idea. It is only those who are really quite ignorant and cognitively challenged  

who tend to rely on being told what to do - told which books to read and how to behave by religious 

zealots and other grafters, advertisers, con-men and shifty sales people. 

Propaganda Wars 
Russian TV, Chinese TV and the ABC are all national broadcasters. No sensible person trusts anything 

they say - it is really about constant messaging and a kind perpetual warfare. A constant siege 

mentality. (Orwelllian and dystopian societies - groupthink and constant messaging) 

The ABC’s special propaganda is tribal warfare - Women, Blacks and Green causes (climate change) 

are its main causes. All weather reports are “climate change” propaganda - the latest “cause”. It 

does not report national news, it reports tribal propaganda - especially on behalf of the personalities 
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of the narcissistic tyrants who work there - a women will always downplay bad stories about women 

and emphasize stories and women being victims. Most women in the media do this - Erin Molan, 

Sharrie Markson and other Sky reporters do this as well not only the ABC and Guardian - but 

anywhere where there are women reporters. It is very difficult for women and black tribalists not to 

use their positions to corrupt things whether it be in media, government, politics, courts, charities, 

schools or universities. Most of these people (70% of the population) do not understand what 

nation means or what being human means - they can only be tribes and are dominated by habitual 

binary tribal thinking - usually around the drama triangle - victim, perpetrator, hero. The more China 

sees nations crumble the more easily it is able to take over things. Weak minded nations are easily 

exploited and Australia, New Zealand, Canada are full of weak minded people - not only the blacks 

and women but also many weak minded men especially in politics and the media. Those humans 

who can think have been expelled from universities and government jobs or have left voluntarily 

seeing how tribal things were becoming (especially at the ABC). 

Hungarian Wikipedia writers portray the Huns as enlightened victims. 

Mulsim writers portray muslim clerics as inspiration poets and mathematicians of great stature. 

Great Wisdom and god-like. 

Spanish writers ignore the tribal religious wars and excessive brutality of the Crusades. 

Propaganda is related to the binary switch routine that Bill Shorten (‘far right extremists” , “nut 

cases”)  and his tribal group employs. It is based on the focus model and the most common form of 

corrupt communication Emphasis and Omission - i.e. Generally refusing to look at all the issues and 

instead always focus on Blacks and Women. Not recognizing a continuum. 

I first developed the model here Corruption – Extremists https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2020/01/Corruption-Extremists-Feedback.pdf (page 8) 

 

Neanderthals Return 
“You can go now” say the Neanderthals. Linda Burney says “Yes,yes  we agree with you how right 

you are - off we go then”. 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Corruption-Extremists-Feedback.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Corruption-Extremists-Feedback.pdf
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“Always was always will be - you committed genocide against us Neanderthals and still do” say the 

Neanderthals. 

“Yes” says Lydia Thorpe and all the Greens/Labour black activists and school children “Yes - you are 

the victims of humans and still are - take everything - we feel so ashamed we will take the knee” 

Penny Wong pipes in “So you are the victims here?” quite miffed that she can no longer  be a hero 

and that asian lesbians not only add little to the continuation of life in a Neanderthal sense but also 

rate quite low on the victim scale. 

Neanderthals chant “From the mountains to the sea, it is all ours and always will be” much to the 

dismay of Greens/left mobs and Muslim extremists who suddenly find their own tribal hate filled 

murderous chants turned against them. 

Mark Dreyfuss adds “We can make an office of Neanderthals and change the constitution - if you 

like” 

The Neanderthals say “You stupid humans - you don’t get it - we own everything - pay the rent - it is 

only “our Voice” which matters. - We are not even going to welcome you to our country” 

Anthony Albanese pipes in “I hate Tories and anyone who doesn’t love Neanderthals. Of course - I 

understand completely - Toto, my jet setting do, and I, are good boys - the Chinese Emperor told me 

so - so we agree it is a good idea and simple good manners that your voice is the voice we need to 

pay for and hear. Did I tell you that Mummy and I lived in a Sydney council flat so I know what 

victimhood is” off he goes chanting and singing “the time has come, and that’s a fact, it belongs to 

them, let’s give it back - dum, de dum-dum” 

Dan Andrews and his dozens of highly paid political advisors say “We have already legislated for your 

arrival and have mandated that all people are locked down and obey the Voice of the Neanderthals” 

- the Melbourne police chirp in “We can smash as many heads as you want” 

The ABC and Ita Buttrose says “We need more Neanderthals on TV so we can be more diverse so we 

can tell the Neanderthal victim story - we can also name all the places using the Neanderthal 

language and promote all your causes” 

“Shut up! - It is not your ABC it is our ABC” say the Neanderthals. “If you are going to name places 

then you need to change everything to convey the correct Neanderthal culture - which is a series of 

farting noises and smells - every location has its own unique smell and farting noise combination - so 

you need to change your broadcast system” 

Stan Grant pipes up “Let me - I love all forms of tribalism!”’- Shut up - Leave the room Stan! 

Some failed student from Monash University says “Wait a minute, how do we know you are really 

Neanderthals?” 

“With respect - How dare you” the Neanderthals say - “We have culture and genes which go back 

millions of years - we are the “first nations” - the oldest continuous culture on earth”. 
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“How much genetic material do you need to be a Neanderthal?’ one of the Nazi Aryan scientists and 

their team offer to help in determining the genetic purity of Neanderthals helped by Aryan 

specialists in USA from the various universities who outsource their lab work to China. 

Bruce Pasco pipes up “Actually I’m a Neanderthal  too and I have written a school book about my 

sacred historical culture” 

“Oh good”, says Monash University, “We will make a new department called “Neanderthal studies” 

and  Bruce can be the professor - off you go Marcia” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neanderthal_genetics  

“Maybe we could do a genetic test?’” says some fool - chief scientist - from the CSIRO - adding “it is 

never going to rain again - we have a climate catastrophe every year now” 

“How dare you! What Bigots you are! Dickheads and Racists” shout all the Greens/Labour blacks, 

feminists, women (on average) and weak minded men - “Trust you humans too be so full of bigotry 

and hate!, the “Toxic Humanarchy” has caused all the problems in the world” - scream the hysterical 

self righteous women and their sentient pets - who somehow do NOT believe they are human or 

believe in the idea of humanity as a concept. 

“We must return to our noble roots, the old ways and customs - we must save the planet” Says the 

United Nations. “The Neanderthals are the original people of the world and our saviours” 

“How dare you question a Neanderthal” says Katy Gallagher, Linda Burney and the rest of the 

greens/labour types. 

“It is far too upsetting to ask Neanderthals to prove anything. Here, take some government money, 

we apologize for even posing any question in the first place - we have nothing but sympathy for 

everything you claim - we believe you” Says Shane Drumgold, Heidi Yates, Andrew Barr, Katy 

Gallagher and Mark Dreyfuss. “Come back for more money any time” 

“Believe all Neanderthals, Neanderthals lives matter” shout the mobs of blacks and women and silly 

boys. 

“Shut up - it is not up to you to tell us our lives matter - you can go away now - go and do something 

useful, just do it somewhere else. Always was always will be Neanderthal country.”  say the 

Neanderthals. 

The religious fanatics pipe up - having seen a their power over ignorant people threatened - “We 

know the truth and the words of God and Neanderthals are not mentioned in the holy books - a 

crusading jihad on you” 

“We are Neanderthals - not humans - your jihad does not apply to us - We pre date all gods, you 

fools, we know more about life, truth and everything than your pathetic minds can comprehend - this 

is our planet - the rest of you can go now” say the Neanderthals. 

The Chinese pipe up and say “But we have Confucius and Daoism” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neanderthal_genetics
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“You tribal dimwits - you are so full of ignorance - you know nothing of the story of the planet and 

Neanderthals yet you puff yourself up with smug superiority like Toto and his sentient pet Anthony. 

Be gone!” 

“What about aliens, billions and billions, billions and billions, billions and billions, billions and billions, 

of years ago?“  Pipes in Carl Sagan 

“Shut up you fools” 

Spanish Armada 
The impact of the Spanish Armada in 1588 on the English, Dutch and the rest of the world was 

profound. Once Mary Queen of Scots was beheaded in 1587 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary,_Queen_of_Scots the Spanish King 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_II_of_Spain Phillip II and the Pope 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pope_Sixtus_V Pope Sixtus V/Felice Piergentile were hell bent on 

punishing Elizabeth I and England for crimes against Catholics, “God’ and the Spanish galleon ships 

and ports which were raided by English “Privateers”. 

Fired up with religious Zeal, absolution from the Pope for all crimes and a promise of wealth (1 

million in Gold from the Pope) and English possessions - there was a mass of catholics all wanting to 

take part in the new crusade against England. The Dutch had suffered long and hard under Spanish 

rule and formed a natural alliance with the English who by now had established a formidable sailing 

fleet under privateers (pirates) and merchants - after years of raids from Corsairs from north Africa 

and explorations in the northern seas they had learned how to sail and how to defend themselves. 

Francis Drake had circumnavigated the globe in 1577 to 1580 

https://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Francis_Drake and many other English sailors 

merchants, privateers and explorers - had sailed extensively. E.g. Thomas Fenner 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_ship_Dreadnought_(1573) , John Hawkins 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Hawkins_(naval_commander)  Martin Frobisher  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Frobisher ,  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Raleigh 

Walter Raleigh was ready to sail for the new world but delayed his plans and awaited the arrival of 

the Spanish Armada.  Families of sailors built their skills and resources over many generations like 

the Doria family from Genoa. 

The 1570 New English ship design Race-built galleon https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Race-

built_galleon was very effective against the larger less nimble Spanish Galleons which struggled in 

the English waters and weather.  

Charles  Howard was the English Lord Admiral in charge of the English fleet 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Howard,_1st_Earl_of_Nottingham but there were many 

mostly related Howards in the Norfolk and Suffolk area with a history on involvement in warfare, 

sailing, diplomacy and many other things. So there was a deep family history. 

level3_main_occ name wikidata Birth Death 

Lord_Admiral John_Howard,_1st_Duke_of_Norfolk Q953120 1421 1485 

noble Thomas_Howard,_2nd_Duke_of_Norfolk Q709340 1443 1524 

politician_Prisoner_Victim Thomas_Howard,_3rd_Duke_of_Norfolk Q503816 1473 1554 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary,_Queen_of_Scots
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_II_of_Spain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pope_Sixtus_V
https://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Francis_Drake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_ship_Dreadnought_(1573)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Hawkins_(naval_commander)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Frobisher
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Raleigh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Race-built_galleon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Race-built_galleon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Howard,_1st_Earl_of_Nottingham
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Admiral Edward_Howard_(admiral) Q1789034 1476 1513 

Nobel Lord_Edmund_Howard Q1090279 1478 1539 

duke William_Howard,_1st_Baron_Howard_of_Effingham Q1337469 1510 1573 

son Lord_Thomas_Howard Q201153 1511 1537 

poet_Heretic_Victim Henry_Howard,_Earl_of_Surrey Q372211 1516 1547 

politician Sir_George_Howard_(courtier) Q7260718 1519 1580 

politician Thomas_Howard,_1st_Viscount_Howard_of_Bindon Q6818172 1520 1582 

sovereign_Victim Catherine_Howard Q188926 1523 1542 

noble Jane_Howard,_Countess_of_Westmorland Q246072 1533 1593 

militar Charles_Howard,_1st_Earl_of_Nottingham Q954089 1536 1624 

noble_Catholic_Heretic_Treaso
n_Victim 

Thomas_Howard,_4th_Duke_of_Norfolk Q278130 1536 1572 

politician William_Howard_(died_1600) Q19661001 1538 1600 

aristocrat Henry_Howard,_1st_Earl_of_Northampton Q2697631 1540 1614 

 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.03.0070%3Anarrative%3

D265 The miraculous victory atchieved by the English Fleete, under the discreet and happy conduct of 

the right honourable, right prudent, and valiant lord, the L. Charles Howard, L. high Admirall of 

England, &c. Upon the Spanish huge Armada sent in the yeere 1588. for the invasion of England, 

together with the wofull and miserable successe of the said Armada afterward, upon the coasts of 

Norway , of the Scottish Westerne Isles, of Ireland , of Spaine, of France, and of England, &c. 

Recorded in Latine by Emanuel van Meteran in the 15. booke of his history of the low Countreys 

Once the Armada failed it set off a permanent state of war between England and the Dutch against 

the Spanish and the Catholic zeal that lasted many centuries. 

Fermat’s Principle of Least Time - The shortest quickest path - The 

Path of least resistance 
No-one understands why this is so. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fermat%27s_principle light rays, 

EMS, refraction and shortest distance, least time/energy ideas are complex but we all seem to 

recognize our own ability to map the shortest route - even animals and insects do it in optimized 

flight paths and search routines but it somehow seems that even light rays do it as they traverse 

various media (air/water) - How? Why? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lFlu60qs7_4 Euclid’s parallel lines - postulate 5 

No-one knows. 

Elements (Rank:1) :Author(Euclid) :Year[-300] Age(23) :Keyword(Group Philosophy Maths) 

https://archive.org/details/thirteenbookseu03heibgoog  http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/21076  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euclid%27s_Elements  

Remember the right angle triangle is asserted (not proved - there is no proof, it is an initial self 

reference recursion problem) with a 3,4,5 triangle and hence the square, circle and n dimensional 

space with the Pythagorean theorem and squares and roots. I explore this in many of my articles. 

https://humanistman.com/home/articles/ including Integer – Ratio – Power Law – Chaos 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Integer-Ratio-Power-Law-Chaos.pdf  

So the idea we are investigating is the third point idea. 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.03.0070%3Anarrative%3D265
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.03.0070%3Anarrative%3D265
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fermat%27s_principle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lFlu60qs7_4
https://archive.org/details/thirteenbookseu03heibgoog
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/21076
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euclid%27s_Elements
https://humanistman.com/home/articles/
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Integer-Ratio-Power-Law-Chaos.pdf
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i.e. Eulcid’s 5th postulate is about parallel lines which is really about a 3rd point not on a line between 

two points and hence the possible lines on the third point. Or to explain it using shortest path -  

What is the point between these two points I need to aim at to take the least 

energy/time/distance?  

Humans and animals do this all the time - even when crossing the road. We habitually intuit the 

shortest path. 

Light rays do it when they hit water from the air above. 

https://phys.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/College_Physics/College_Physics_1e_(OpenStax)/25%3A_G

eometric_Optics/25.03%3A_The_Law_of_Refraction The speed of light changes and hence the 

DIRECTION changes as well - Know one knows why or understands exactly why this happens. 

 

So the angle of entry to different media - where speed changes - becomes the main focus and also 

notice that none of the distances seem to matter. i.e. any point on the line from the first starting 

point will follow the same path to any target point - and in reverse as well. (e.g. the sun could be any 

distance away) There is only one optimal path which is based on the angle of entry and exit - NOT 

SPEED (as such) or DISTANCE. RELATIVE SPEED in each media is important (like relative energy effort 

etc) the speed in AIR is different to the speed in WATER and it is the RATIO of that relativities which 

determine the angles of entry and exit. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huygens%E2%80%93Fresnel_principle Huygens–Fresnel_principle 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snell%27s_law Snell's law 

It becomes complicated when looking at waves and points, etc. Let us imagine that there are many 

types of light - slower light and faster light and they behave differently when travelling from air to 

water or water to air. We THINK WE know this already because we see  a blue sky, red sunset and 

rainbows because the angles change as the light moves between media - so what STARTS AS a single 

“white” light beam is actually made up of many lights of different wavelengths - but all travelling at 

the same speed in a “bundle” of white light 

https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/65812/why-do-prisms-work-why-is-refraction-

frequency-dependent https://www.askiitians.com/iit-jee-ray-optics/refraction-through-a-prism/  

Then the theory goes that somehow going from air to water the blue light is slowed more than the 

red light. The question is why?? 

https://phys.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/College_Physics/College_Physics_1e_(OpenStax)/25%3A_Geometric_Optics/25.03%3A_The_Law_of_Refraction
https://phys.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/College_Physics/College_Physics_1e_(OpenStax)/25%3A_Geometric_Optics/25.03%3A_The_Law_of_Refraction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huygens%E2%80%93Fresnel_principle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snell%27s_law
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/65812/why-do-prisms-work-why-is-refraction-frequency-dependent
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/65812/why-do-prisms-work-why-is-refraction-frequency-dependent
https://www.askiitians.com/iit-jee-ray-optics/refraction-through-a-prism/
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We see blue sky “scattering” and changing of colours at sunrise and sunset and think we understand 

why. But lets us imagine a very slow light which has a natural speed of a snail. Would that light 

choose a different path to follow than fast light or would it have exactly the same angle? i.e. the 

change in speed of the fast light from one media to the next is in proportion - ratio - to the change in 

speed of the snail pace light? https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slow_light “In 1998, Danish physicist 

Lene Vestergaard Hau led a combined team from Harvard University and the Rowland Institute for 

Science which realized much lower group velocities of light. They succeeded in slowing a beam of 

light to about 17 meters per second.[4] In 2004, researchers at UC Berkeley first demonstrated slow 

light in a semiconductor, with a group velocity 9.6 kilometers per second.[5] Hau and her colleagues 

later succeeded in stopping light completely, and developed methods by which it can be stopped and 

later restarted.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dispersion_(optics)  

I do not comprehend most of this nor have I tried to reconcile the maths and other models. 

I have observed on some explosions on the Mythbusters TV show - when they used very fast camera 

speeds and captured many images in short periods of time - that there seemed to be a glow which 

travelled along the wires towards the explosion and away from the detonator and then once the 

explosion started the glow travelled back along the wires towards the detonator to complete the 

circuit. I am not sure what that was https://www.wtamu.edu/~cbaird/sq/2014/02/19/what-is-the-

speed-of-electricity/ https://www.osmre.gov/sites/default/files/inline-files/Module2.pdf maybe 

detonating cord? Clearly the transmission of electrons and electron signals - both the particle and 

wave view of things is complicated in things like wires and other media for EMS radiation. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speed_of_electricity 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reflections_of_signals_on_conducting_lines  

No-one really understands electricity - but we can use it. 

No-one really understands gravity - but we can use it. 

If we imagine a world full of many different media with different refractive indexes then there would 

be no such thing as “white” light. When you turned on a light bulb all you would see is rainbows 

because everything is travelling at different speeds in different media. But all that science is based 

on seeing the light as waves and propagation of waves and things get a bit messy and complicated  

around quantum physics. 

Now let us look at a drowning (quantum) swimmer in a Lake and a lifeguard on the beach who has to 

work out the fastest path (no wind or currents) to the drowning swimmer to save them. Lifeguards 

do these and far more complicated calculations every day. For ease of calculation we have a right 

sided triangle of 3 4 and 5 where 5 is the direct line to the drowning swimmer and the other two 

lines represent the right angle to spend the least time swimming and most time running along the 

beach 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slow_light
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dispersion_(optics)
https://www.wtamu.edu/~cbaird/sq/2014/02/19/what-is-the-speed-of-electricity/
https://www.wtamu.edu/~cbaird/sq/2014/02/19/what-is-the-speed-of-electricity/
https://www.osmre.gov/sites/default/files/inline-files/Module2.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speed_of_electricity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reflections_of_signals_on_conducting_lines
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Instinctively we will run along the beach for a distance then at some angular point of entry we will 

enter the water and start swimming - but how do we do that calculation in our heads so quickly? 

So let us use this scenario to go through the numbers. If we swim in the water at 1 metres per 

second and we run on the beach at 2 metres a second we have some simple numbers to use as the 

DISTANCE/TIME(D/T)  calculation. We can the also use triangulation - the asserted right angle as our 

basis for shortest path calculations. 

1. Running along the beach and the entering the water at a right angle gives us 2  beach time 

units + 3 water time units  

2. Swimming from our starting point gives us 5 water time units  

So both the diagonal and right angled paths take exactly the same time of 5 time units but have 

different distances. 

Lets us imagine we chose the halfway point along the beach.  

3. Running along the beach halfway and the entering the water and swimming a new triangle 

gives us 1 beach time units (covering 2 distance units per time unit) + a new calculated 

number N of water units  

 

So we run along the beach for 2 out of 4 beach gives us 1 time unit for the beach and now we need 

to calculate the water time units - by using Pythagoras squares we see that the unknown N - which 

represents the water units we have to travel comes out at approximately 3.6 water time in the 

water we have to travel so this is 1 time unit for the beach and 3.6 time units for the water giving a 

total of 4.6 time units. This represents 92% of the time required - 5 time units - by the other 

extreme paths - and an 8% saving in time. But is there a general formula for calculating optimal 

shortest distance/time/energy?  It is complicated and depends of the starting positions of both 

points and the position of the media. 

But we can imagine the extremes to help our understanding - if the lake was quicksand instead of 

water we would run to the right angle point, the nearest point to the victim. If the lake was ice and 

we could skate faster than we can run - we would take the direct diagonal route. 
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We can see that we need to have some idea of our general speed in the “media” we are travelling in. 

Deserts, Jungles, mountains, Snow, ice, forests, etc - our survival depends on it - especially in regard 

to planning routes and destinations. Hence we have developed skills to be able to do this. So the 

question is - Does light know the best point to enter the water - does light know the speed of the 

water before it gets there? Are these silly questions? The observer under the water will see the 

angle of refraction for themselves based on where they are. 

To explain - there is no such thing as “absolute vacuum” (god point) - hence light is always travelling 

in media - the density of media is always lightly different all over the universe - hence the idea that 

bundles of light are travelling at a constant speed is difficult to reconcile with waves of light being 

slowed by media at different rates and changing angles as light travels through it. 

There are varying theories. https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/10/211018112523.htm  

“pointiest path”.  https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0134322 

https://kids.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/frym.2021.631045  

This is similar to the 7 Bridges of Koningsberg 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_Bridges_of_K%C3%B6nigsberg problem and Euler, and graph 

theory which I have explored at some length in previous articles. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edsger_W._Dijkstra Edsger Wybe Dijkstra 11 May 1930 – 6 August 

2002) was a Dutch computer scientist, programmer, software engineer, and science essayist 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shortest_path_problem shortest path graph theory. 

A main difference between graph theory shortest path and the example I have shows is the idea of 

right angle triangles compared to spacial distance time calculations and other complexities. 

Networks and graph theory seek to reduce these ideas to simple quantum of weights and numbers. 

This is all related to many other things related to ‘optimization’ which threatens to become overly 

Draconianly dogmatic (“Artificial intelligence”) because of popularity of novel words and concepts 

(“cargo cult”) and anxiety reducing “god words” resulting in the elimination of  variation, complexity, 

individual choice and human survivability in societal systems. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/359781262_A_machine_learning_approach_for_predicti

ng_human_shortest_path_task_performance A machine learning approach for predicting human 

shortest path task performance 

Or to put it another way - I am not going to blame an individual professional life guard if they 

chose a path best suited to their understanding and expertise rather than relying on a 

mathematical model to save my life. 

Light, space, distance, time is very complicated and no-one really understands it although we do our 

best to describe and theorize about it. We understand enough to do some things within our human 

frame of reference.  None of the best human minds have worked everything out. 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/10/211018112523.htm
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0134322
https://kids.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/frym.2021.631045
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_Bridges_of_K%C3%B6nigsberg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edsger_W._Dijkstra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shortest_path_problem
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/359781262_A_machine_learning_approach_for_predicting_human_shortest_path_task_performance
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/359781262_A_machine_learning_approach_for_predicting_human_shortest_path_task_performance
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Most of mathematics is described by the asserted right 
angle, Pythagoras and the power law, the constants pi and e 
(Euler’s number).  
 
Space is asserted with the right angle - triangle, square and 
circle and pi. e (Euler) is for fixed number of  described 
“things” and the number line. 
 
I have explored this in many previous articles. 

 

Understanding the God point on The Plurality Curve 

 

If I have a declared and defined thing which IS an apple and I have 4 of those declared and defined 

things - how many do I have if I take 3 apples away? How many do I have if I take all of the apples 

away? Most people - having been asked this question will say: 

I have zero apples - this does not seem wrong to them and seems to answer the question. But it is 

wrong and incomplete.  You cannot have zero of any single thing - you have zero of EVERYTHING, of 

every possible thing real, imagined or yet to be discovered. 

The comprehensive answer is: 

I have nothing defined or declared - i.e. NULL and therefore I have nothing to Measure or count i.e. 

Zero. Thus recognizing the duality AND the infinities of Zero and Null. This is much more specific 

cohesive and comprehensive than a simple answer of “Nothing” - which is why philosophers argued 

over zero and “nothing” for thousands of years. 

If I swap the apples from horizontal to vertical and add another thing this may help show my 

thinking. 
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And now you can immediately see two other infinites - the infinity of Measurement and the Infinity 

of things and then you may guess the implied infinity of infinities. You can also see that the 

infinities of infinities is the double NOT,NOT - the recursive infinity of everything which is not zero or 

Null.  This is my hypothesis - this is one frame which I set up to view the universe - a frame which 

recognizes the universe and me as the observer of the universe. I leave a Question mark cutting 

through the model to allow for uncertainty. 

 

And to make a further point Zero and Infinity are two different types of infinity. You cannot have 

zero infinities and you cannot have infinite zeros. Infinite zeros is simply Zero. Zero infinities is simply 

Zero.(we have to start somewhere)  Null is the infinite “nothing” of any thing you want to declare or 

define - so you can say I have null infinites, zeros, trees, apples, pears, etc or you could say I have 

“Null”. Both Zero and Null are types of infinity. Yes it is recursive, yes it has initial self reference and 

recursion problems but it is cohesive, coherent and explorable. Know where your infinites are. 

Another thing to notice is that I am deliberately changing the emphasis to a duality where the 

existence of zero - without a non null thing i.e. something defined to measure - is probably 

impossible (because there is always uncertainty I must allow a possibility) and the same for having 

something which is not null which is unable to measured in some way. Now some examples of non-

null things spring to mind which people might say cannot be measured - Love, Faith, Belief, Peace, 

Magic, Miracle  - and as I have said before that these are deliberate “god” type words where 

definition  and measurement are difficult - but not impossible - you can use words to try to define it 

but it is almost impossible to measure.  It requires work to develop the meaning and utility of 

words. 
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To highlight my emphasis of the duality see the 4 box models below. 

 

Ronald Aylmer Fisher :Year(1890-1962) :Keyword(Evolution Maths Statistics) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ronald_Fisher  

https://academic.oup.com/ije/article/32/6/938/775148 

https://www.genetics.org/content/154/4/1419  

This shift in emphasis to a paired duality of measurement and definition in the 4 box model is a 

SIGNIFICANT IDEA. 

It takes us away from the binary into a stronger focus on the duality of measurement and definition. 

Or to use the drama triangle as a clear example - when a women, black, jew, muslim or other tribal 

type claims to be a “Victim” by definition - we are asking by measurement and other enhanced 

definitions for them to explain exactly what they mean by that claimed victim definitional status. 

This exploration of their claimed victim status is a MOST UPSETTING THING for the binaries, and 

tribal extremists. Their brains cannot cope with the idea. Instead they violently react, attack and ask 

you to “take the knee” to their narcissistic delusional self imposed binary beliefs. 

Narcissistic Psychopath or Public Servant representing the Nation? 
Dan Andrews, Anthony Albanese, Chris Bowen, Claire O’Neill, Matt Keen, Andrew Barr, Andrew 

Leigh, etc - none of these people think of themselves as public servants representing the people who 

elected them or the people as a whole. They have little concept of public service or what that 

means. Everything is their pet project or what they think is a “good idea” - they do not really listen to 

the people who did not vote for them - they are seen as “the enemy”. Chris Bowen always speaks as 

himself - “What I think” “I am right and everyone who disagrees with me is wrong and always have 

been” having no regard for the votes or people or sensible debate - it is “all about me”. Tyrannical 

narcissistic psychopaths - politics, courts, media (ABC, Guardian), Universities - no real idea about 

“public service” - the “Nation” - the “community” - “trust” - “Truth” - they are consumed daily by 

corruption and lies - surrounding themselves with grifters, grafters, staffers and other criminals and 

attacking those who dare to question. 

Far from their delusion of being “too clever to need to listen to or debate anybody”  they are 

instead  “too stupid to know how stupid they are”. 

The idea of proudly serving the nation (a servant of the people) by listening to everyone, engaging 

with debate, trying to make sense of things, finding ways forward and being sensitive and 

considerate of the ideas, mood and beliefs of all people within the Nation - it is replaced by the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ronald_Fisher
https://academic.oup.com/ije/article/32/6/938/775148
https://www.genetics.org/content/154/4/1419
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“god of certainty” and “Righteous Causes” every bit as vicious as Mulsims, Crusaders, Zealots and 

other psychopaths and binary tribal extremists of history. 

The idea of being able to “hold your own position” in any discussion and debate is not an idea that 

Stan Grant, ABC, Greens/Labour, Feminists (screaming and mob chants) and weak minded men can 

cope with. That you can put your ideas up to be challenged, debated and discussed - without 

personal attack or mob responses - is not a skill which many people have. In our Country - it is not 

even an aspirational idea for many people especially when they are so focused and concentrated on 

their lived experience of being a women, black, trans, hero, princess, ABC, etc. 

Recent Investigations 
1500s, wars, travel, exploration, trade, Muscovy, individuals of 1500s and their relationships. 

Recent People 
Thomas Bodley - Lifespan[1545 to 1613]  Born_Loc(Exeter, England) Rank(80) Keyword(History, 

Librarian, Documentalist),Wikidata(Q765673) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Bodley  

https://visit.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/plan-your-visit/history-bodleian 

http://www.livesandletters.ac.uk/bodley/biography.html  

Cesar Frederick/Cesare Federici - Lifespan[1530 to 1603]  Born_Loc(Erbanno, Republic of Venice) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Merchant, Explorer, Historian, Trader, Venice),Wikidata(Q3665418) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cesare_Federici  

https://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/13287/pg13287-images.html  

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text%3Fdoc%3DPerseus%253Atext%253A1999.03.0070%253 

Anarrative%253D415 

Thomas Cavendish - Lifespan[1560 to 1592]  Born_Loc(Trimley St. Martin near Ipswich, England) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Explorer, Navigator, Circumnavigation, Privateer),Wikidata(Q439123) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Cavendish  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Cavendish%27s_circumnavigation  

https://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/ecco/004799404.0001.001/1:7?rgn=div1;view=fulltext  

Dutch West India Company - Lifespan[1621 to 1792]  Born_Loc(Amsterdam, Dutch Republic ) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Trade, Merchants, Exploration, Settlement, Colonization), 

Wikidata(Q617066)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dutch_West_India_Company  

Willebrord Snellius/Willebrord Snel van Royen - Lifespan[1580 to 1626]  Born_Loc(Leiden, 
Netherlands) Rank(80) Keyword(Maths, Science, Optics, Lens) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willebrord_Snellius  https://mathshistory.st-

andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Snell/  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snell%27s_law  

Pietro Della Valle - Lifespan[1586 to 1652]  Born_Loc(Rome) Rank(80) Keyword(Music, Composer,  

Explorer, Traveler, Librarian, Translator, Greek ),Wikidata(Q545024) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pietro_Della_Valle  

https://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/68672/pg68672-images.html  

https://iranicaonline.org/articles/della-valle  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Bodley
https://visit.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/plan-your-visit/history-bodleian
http://www.livesandletters.ac.uk/bodley/biography.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cesare_Federici
https://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/13287/pg13287-images.html
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text%3Fdoc%3DPerseus%253Atext%253A1999.03.0070%253
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Cavendish
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Cavendish%27s_circumnavigation
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/ecco/004799404.0001.001/1:7?rgn=div1;view=fulltext
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dutch_West_India_Company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willebrord_Snellius
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Snell/
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Snell/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snell%27s_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pietro_Della_Valle
https://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/68672/pg68672-images.html
https://iranicaonline.org/articles/della-valle
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Samuel Purchas - Lifespan[1577 to 1626]  Born_Loc(Thaxted, Essex) Rank(30) Keyword(History, 

Exploration, Travel, Geography),Wikidata(Q921942)  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_Purchas  

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Samuel-Purchas  

https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupname?key=Purchas%2C%20Samuel%2C

%201577%3F%2D1626  

Isaac Commelin - Lifespan[1598 to 1676]  Born_Loc(Amsterdam) Rank(80) Keyword(History, Dutch, 

Exploration, Charity, Books, Merchant, Geography, Maps),Wikidata(Q327583) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isaac_Commelin  

https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupname?key=Commelin%2C%20Isaac%2C

%201598%2D1676  https://shapero.com/products/commelin-begin-ende-voortgangh-oost-indische-

compagnie-1646-1645-98479  

James Lancaster - Lifespan[1554 to 1618]  Born_Loc(Basingstoke) Rank(80) Keyword(Privateer, 

Explorer, Trade, Diplomacy, Merchant, East India Company), Wikidata(Q368237) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Lancaster  https://www.gutenberg.org/files/13366/13366-

h/13366-h.htm  https://archive.org/details/voyagesofsirjame00markrich/page/n7/mode/2up  

Recent Documents 
Ars Magna (Rank:20) :Author(Gerolamo Cardano) :Year[1545] Age(44) :Keyword(Individual 
Development Algebra, Mathematics) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ars_Magna_(Cardano_book)  
https://archive.org/details/arsmagnaorruleso0000card  
https://maa.org/press/periodicals/convergence/mathematical-treasure-cardanos-ars-magna  
 

De jure regni apud Scotos (Rank:10) :Author(George Buchanan) :Year[1579] Age(73) 

:Keyword(Group Development Politics, Democracy) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Buchanan  

https://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/A29958.0001.001?view=toc  

George ended up tutoring Mary queen of scots and James the first. His observations come from 

decades of translating Greek texts, wide travel and argument s and debates with the intelligentsia of 

his time at various universities in Europe. He observes well but fails to emphasize the Draco/Solon 

lesson of totalitarian law making and excessive intrusion into individual private lives. 

De jure regni apud Scotos, or, A dialogue, concerning the due priviledge of government in the 

kingdom of Scotland, betwixt George Buchanan and Thomas Maitland by the said George Buchanan ; 

and translated out of the original Latine into English by Philalethes. 

I Wrote several years ago, when amongst us Affaires were very turbullent, a Dialogue of the Right of 

the Scots Kings, wherein I endeavoured to explain from the very beginning (if I may so say) what 

Right, or what Authority both Kings and People have one with another. .. but, the further that 

forrain Nations are at a distance, they have the less causes of wrath, hatred, love and other 

perturbations, which may divert the mind from truth, and for the most part they so much the more 

judge of things sincerelly, and freely speak out what they think: that very freedome of speaking 

and conferring the thoughts of the heart doth draw forth many obscure things, discovers 

intricacies, confirme doubts and may stop the mouth of wicked men, and teach such as are weak. .. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_Purchas
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Samuel-Purchas
https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupname?key=Purchas%2C%20Samuel%2C%201577%3F%2D1626
https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupname?key=Purchas%2C%20Samuel%2C%201577%3F%2D1626
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isaac_Commelin
https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupname?key=Commelin%2C%20Isaac%2C%201598%2D1676
https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupname?key=Commelin%2C%20Isaac%2C%201598%2D1676
https://shapero.com/products/commelin-begin-ende-voortgangh-oost-indische-compagnie-1646-1645-98479
https://shapero.com/products/commelin-begin-ende-voortgangh-oost-indische-compagnie-1646-1645-98479
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Lancaster
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/13366/13366-h/13366-h.htm
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/13366/13366-h/13366-h.htm
https://archive.org/details/voyagesofsirjame00markrich/page/n7/mode/2up
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ars_Magna_(Cardano_book)
https://archive.org/details/arsmagnaorruleso0000card
https://maa.org/press/periodicals/convergence/mathematical-treasure-cardanos-ars-magna
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Buchanan
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/A29958.0001.001?view=toc
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Because the atrociousness of that late crime doth seeme so much to inflame the minds of all already 

exasperat, that now no place of Apology is left. For, how shall I be able to sustain the impetuous 

assaults, not only of the weaker sort, but also of those who seeme to be more sagacious, who will 

exclaime against us, that we were content with the slaughter of an harmeless youth, an unheard of 

cruelty, unless we should shew another new example of atrocious cruelty against women, which sexe 

very enemies do spare when cities are taken in by force. Now from what villany will any dignity or 

Majesty deterre those, who thus rage against Kings? or what place for mercy will they leave, whom 

neither the weakness of sexe, nor innocency of age will restrain? Equity, Custome, Lawes, the Respect 

to Soveraignty, Reverence of Lawful Magistracy,which hence forth they will either retain for shame, 

or coërce for fear, when the power of supreame authority is exposed to the ludibry of the basest of 

the people, the difference of equity and iniquity, of honesty and dishonesty being once taken away, 

almost by a publick consent, there is a degeneracy into cruel barbarity. I know I shall hear these, 

and more atrocious than these spoken how soon I shall returne into France again; all mens ears in 

the mean time being shut from admitting any Apology or satisfaction.  

..The first kind is most pernicious, wherein those are, who have mancipated themselves to the lusts 

of Tyrants, and think every thing just and lawfull for them to do, wherein they may gratify Kings, 

and measure every thing not as it is in it self, but by the lust of their Masters. Such have so devoted 

themselves to the lusts of others, that they have left to themselves no liberty either to speak or do. 

Out of this Crew have proceeded those, who have most cruelly murthered that innocent Youth, 

without any cause of enmity, but through hope of gain, honour, and power at Court to satisfy the lust 

of others. Now whilst such feign to be sorry for the Queens case, they are not grieved for her 

misfortunes, but look for their own security, and take very ill to have the reward of their most 

hainous crime, (which by hope they swallowed down) to be pulled out of their throat. I judge 

therefore that this kind of men should not be satisfied so much by reasoning, as chastised by the 

severity of Lawes, and force of Armes. Others again are all for themselves; these men, though 

otherwise not malicious, are not grieved for the publick calamity (as they would seeme to be) but for 

their own domestick damages, and therefore they seeme to stand in need rather of some comfort, 

than of the remedies of perswasive reasoning and Lawes. The rest is the rude multitude, which doth 

admire at all novelties, reprehend many things, and think nothing is right, but what they 

themselvs do or see done: For how much any thing done doth decline from an ancient custome, so 

farr they think it is fallen from justice and equity. And because these be not led by malice and envy, 

nor yet by self-interest, the most part will admitt information, and to be weaned from their errour, so 

that being convinced by the strength of reason, they yeeld: Which in the matter of Religion, we find 

by experience very often in these dayes, and have also found it in preceeding ages. There is almost no 

man so wilde, that can not be tamed, if he will but patiently hearken to instruction…. 

 All the rest I easily assent to, except that you place the temperament of the body Politik in Justice: 

seing temperance even by its very name and profession doth justly seem to claime these parts…. 

George uses the socratic dialogue method to observe the interplay between the law, the King and 

the People - getting the balance right so that tyrants do not take over. 

The Four Books of Architecture (Rank:80) :Author(Andrea Palladio) :Year[1570] Age(62) 

:Keyword(Group Development Architecture, Building) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_quattro_libri_dell%27architettura  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_quattro_libri_dell%27architettura
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https://openlibrary.org/works/OL3299016W/Quattro_libri_dell%27architettura  

https://architectura.cesr.univ-tours.fr/Traite/Auteur/Palladio.asp?param=en?param=en  

https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/712/ City of Vicenza and the Palladian Villas of the Veneto 

Discourse on Voluntary Servitude - Document[1577] Rank(80) Author(Etienne de La Boetie) 

Keyword(Group Development Habit, Tyranny, Complacency, Essays) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discourse_on_Voluntary_Servitude  

https://oll.libertyfund.org/title/kurz-the-discourse-of-voluntary-servitude  

https://cdn.mises.org/Politics%20of%20Obedience.pdf  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89tienne_de_La_Bo%C3%A9tie  Etienne de La Boetie (Q290227) 

The essay argues that any tyrant remains in power while his subjects grant him that, therefore 

delegitimizing every form of power. The original freedom of men would be indeed abandoned by 

society which, once corrupted by the habit, would have preferred the servitude of the courtier to the 

freedom of the free man, who refuses to be submissive and to obey 

Synod on the Freedom of Conscience A Thorough Examination during the Gathering Held in the Year 

1582 in the City of Freetown (Rank:10) :Author(Theodore Cornhert) :Year[1582] Age(60) 

:Keyword(Group Development Philosophy, Conscience, Religion) 

https://library.oapen.org/handle/20.500.12657/35263  

https://library.oapen.org/bitstream/id/ea96617b-eda9-4606-8ecf-fb1028c776c3/340067.pdf  

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Dirck-Volckertszoon-Coornhert  

an imaginary synod where he uses real people of his time to express their beliefs as he sees them (A 

Socratic dialogue in the style of Plato and Aristotle) 

page 151 Thirteenth session Those Whose Teachings Differ from the Teachings of the Church, and 

Whether They Ought to be Punished by Death … thirteenth session … 

catholic delegate: The day of judgment will show how innocent you are. Hurling invective is not the 

same as offering real proof. I did not say that you want all heretics to be killed. But it is well-known 

how you want those who are, in your judgment, heretics to be treated: they should be  punished by 

death. Anyone who has perused the book you wrote on this topic knows this for sure, in passages 

that include pages etc. Why should I mention others who are not here? You, dr. Beza, are the person 

who deem all those who stubbornly deviate in their teaching from what your church teaches to be 

heretics and there-fore deserving of death. You cannot deny this without denying your own books. 

theodore beza: And even if this were so, then what do you conclude from that? 

catholic delegate: Alright. You will hear my conclusion in a moment. But first, please tell me whether 

or not you consider your teachings and those of your master Calvin to be the only healthy and true 

doctrine?  

theodore beza: Does the doctor doubt this? Or does he imagine that against our conscience we teach 

as true what we consider to be false? 

catholic delegate: Many in our church do indeed harbor this suspicion about you. But let us forget 

about that. Since you consider your doctrine and that of your master to be right, you also consider all 

those who teach differently from you to be teaching falsely. Does it not follow that all who continue 

https://openlibrary.org/works/OL3299016W/Quattro_libri_dell%27architettura
https://architectura.cesr.univ-tours.fr/Traite/Auteur/Palladio.asp?param=en?param=en
https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/712/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discourse_on_Voluntary_Servitude
https://oll.libertyfund.org/title/kurz-the-discourse-of-voluntary-servitude
https://cdn.mises.org/Politics%20of%20Obedience.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89tienne_de_La_Bo%C3%A9tie
https://library.oapen.org/handle/20.500.12657/35263
https://library.oapen.org/bitstream/id/ea96617b-eda9-4606-8ecf-fb1028c776c3/340067.pdf
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Dirck-Volckertszoon-Coornhert
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to do this, after having been twice or thrice admonished by you, are heretics who, in accord with your 

doctrine, also must  be killed? 

theodore beza: Where do we teach that all heretics must be killed? ….. 

theodore beza: Certainly, and it is the truth! 

catholic delegate: You write further that those who interpret Holy Scripture differently lead people 

away from the true worship of God and incite them to serve strange gods.  

theodore beza: Those are not just my words, they are the words of the apostle himself who expresses 

this with the words: “teach no other doctrine”. 

catholic delegate: And you say further that according to this law 

(Deuteronomy 13) magistrates today must punish similar capital crimes in their territory. 

theodore beza: Yes, I said so, based on God’s word. 

catholic delegate: How do you think such a capital crime – to wit, urging others to serve strange 

gods, which you say is the same as teaching different doctrine – ought to be punished? Should it be 

done with the steel sword of Moses, that is the sword of the civil magistrate? Or with the sword of 

the mouth of Christ and his disciples, that is the sword of truth? 

theodore beza: I will gladly affirm that the princes do not do as they should unless they observe these 

laws of God and follow them. … 

gamaliel: Oh, if only God would make everyone realize how hurtful it is when we make others suffer 

what we do not want to suffer ourselves from  others! If this were the case, everyone would kindly 

tolerate his neighbor and not be a cause of sorrow and suffering, especially in religious matters. 

When the Catholic’s doctrine is criticized, he will accept this from nobody and will cause such critics 

trouble and suffering. Likewise the Lutheran refuses to tolerate anyone from another confession. 

Again, complaints are heard about this from the Reformed who in their turn do not wish to suffer 

anyone’s criticism. If people persist in this, what else can result from it all but a new conflagration of 

civil war, of Babylonian confusion and internecine Midianite killing? Where the Catholics have the 

magistrate on their side and forbid the Lutherans and the Reformed to teach a doctrine that differs 

from theirs, they turn the latter into their mortal enemies. Have we not seen ample proof of this in 

our times in Germany and France, and indeed in the Netherlands also? And why, we wonder, should 

it be any different for the two others? Would not the Lutherans, in forbidding any teaching except 

their own, make the Reformed be up in arms against them? This is what the Reformed delegate 

himself said just now. And do the Reformed imagine that when in this country they forbid the 

Lutherans and Catholics to teach a doctrine different from their own, using the power of the 

magistrate to keep them from doing so, they can expect anything else from the Catholics and 

Lutherans but revolt and rebellion? Verily, if they imagine that, they will in the end find themselves 

deceived, just as the Catholics find themselves deceived today. The people have yearned immensely 

for freedom of conscience…. 

http://web.mit.edu/jywang/www/cef/Bible/NIV/NIV_Bible/DEUT+13.html    If a prophet, or one who 

foretells by dreams, appears among you and announces to you a miraculous sign or wonder,  and if 

http://web.mit.edu/jywang/www/cef/Bible/NIV/NIV_Bible/DEUT+13.html
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the sign or wonder of which he has spoken takes place, and he says, "Let us follow other gods" (gods 

you have not known) "and let us worship them,"    you must not listen to the words of that prophet 

or dreamer. The LORD your God is testing you to find out whether you love him with all your heart 

and with all your soul.    It is the LORD your God you must follow, and him you must revere. Keep his 

commands and obey him; serve him and hold fast to him.    That prophet or dreamer must be put to 

death, because he preached rebellion against the LORD your God, who brought you out of Egypt and 

redeemed you from the land of slavery; he has tried to turn you from the way the LORD your God 

commanded you to follow. You must purge the evil from among you.  If your very own brother, or 

your son or daughter, or the wife you love, or your closest friend secretly entices you, saying, "Let 

us go and worship other gods" (gods that neither you nor your fathers have known,    gods of the 

peoples around you, whether near or far, from one end of the land to the other),    do not yield to him 

or listen to him. Show him no pity. Do not spare him or shield him.    You must certainly put him to 

death. Your hand must be the first in putting him to death, and then the hands of all the people.    

Stone him to death, because he tried to turn you away from the LORD your God, who brought you 

out of Egypt, out of the land of slavery.    Then all Israel will hear and be afraid, and no one among 

you will do such an evil thing again.    If you hear it said about one of the towns the LORD your God is 

giving you to live in    that wicked men have arisen among you and have led the people of their town 

astray, saying, "Let us go and worship other gods" (gods you have not known),    then you must 

inquire, probe and investigate it thoroughly. And if it is true and it has been proved that this 

detestable thing has been done among you,    you must certainly put to the sword all who live in 

that town. Destroy it completely, [1] both its people and its livestock. Gather all the plunder of the 

town into the middle of the public square and completely burn the town and all its plunder as a 

whole burnt offering to the LORD your God. It is to remain a ruin forever, never to be rebuilt. None 

of those condemned things [2] shall be found in your hands, so that the LORD will turn from his fierce 

anger; he will show you mercy, have compassion on you, and increase your numbers, as he promised 

on oath to your forefathers, because you obey the LORD your God, keeping all his commands that I 

am giving you today and doing what is right in his eyes. 
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on what a heretic really is, I can find no other criterion than that we are all heretics in the 

eyes of those who do not share our views.” Given that this one statement effectively 

condemned “a whole era, its leaders, princes, and priests, Catholics and Lutherans alike,” it 

demonstrated “immense moral courage.”  But Castellio not only punctured the pretense of 

heresy as an excuse for authoritarianism, he went on to claim that “freedom of thought had 

a sacred right of asylum in Europe.” “De haereticis”, Zweig shows, stands as a milestone for 

civilization for not just defending the right to think and speak freely, but for asserting that 

tolerance is the state to which we should all aspire: “We can live together peacefully only 

when we control our intolerance. Even though there will always be differences of opinion 

from time to time, we can at any rate come to general understandings, can love one 

another, and can enter the bonds of peace….” Since, in every age, violence renews itself in 

changed forms, the struggle against it must continually be renewed by those who cling to the 

things of the spirit. They must never take refuge behind the pretext that at the moment 

force is too strong for them. For what is necessary to say cannot be said too often, and 

truth can never be uttered in vain. Even when the word is not victorious, it manifests its 

eternal presence and one who serves it at such an hour fas given proof that no terror holds 

sway over a free spirit, but that even in the most cruel of centuries there is still a place for 

the voice of humaneness. 

44. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celio_Secondo_Curione Italian humanist, grammarian, 

editor and historian, who exercised a considerable influence upon the Italian Reformation.[1] 

A teacher in Humanities, university professor and preceptor to the nobility, he had a lively 

and colourful career, moving frequently between states to avoid denunciation and 

imprisonment: he was successively at Turin, Milan, Pavia, Venice and Lucca, before becoming 

a religious exile in Switzerland, first at Lausanne and finally at Basel, where he settled. He 

was famous and admired as a publisher and editor of works of theology and history, also for 

his own writings and teachings, and for the wide sphere of his friendships and 

correspondence with many of the most interesting reformists, Protestants and heretics of his 

time, though his energetic influence was at times disruptive 

45. Gordon, Bruce. "To Kill a Heretic: Sebastian Castellio against John Calvin." Censorship 

Moments: Reading Texts in the History of Censorship and Freedom of Expression. Ed. Geoff 

Kemp. London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2015. 55–62. Textual Moments in the History of 

Political Thought. Bloomsbury Collections. Web. 21 Jul. 2018. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5040/9781472593078.ch-008 Copyright © Geoff Kemp and 

contributors 2015. You may share this work for non-commercial purposes only, provided 

you give attribution to the copyright holder and the publisher The personal nature of 

Castellio’s accusations course through Against Calvin’s Book, notably in his description of 

Calvin as having written his Defence with hands covered in blood. The incendiary language of 

gore and blood thirst was common among Calvin’s opponents in the Servetus case, but 

Castellio’s graphic image of brutality in Geneva circulated widely among readers and served 

to spread the ‘black legend’ that would damage Calvin’s reputation for centuries.8 By 

reputation moderate and self-effacing, Castellio unleashed the hounds in Against Calvin’s 

Book, cataloguing in detail his opponent’s character flaws: Calvin was harsh and unforgiving, 

lusting both to hate and to kill. Such traits were evident in his loveless theology, which 

emphasized a spiteful God of double predestination; a God who was the author of sin and 

nothing less than a tyrant. Indeed, that God was more the image of Calvin himself than any 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celio_Secondo_Curione
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loving deity. Castellio had abandoned hope of reconciliation with Geneva; there was no 

moderation, only venom as he sought to discredit Calvin through a humiliating dialogue in 

which the Genevan reformer offered nothing but self-righteous condemnation. .... Although 

loath to say so directly, Castellio’s assumption was that scripture is not always clear, and 

thus there is room for doubt on certain matters. Such lack of clarity creates room for 

disagreement among theologians and makes decisions to execute heretics all the more 

lamentable. Castellio’s distinction between an act of aggression by Servetus and his doubts 

about doctrinal matters was based on his beliefs about human knowledge, which did not 

possess certainty concerning outward human actions. Concerning external acts, agreement 

on whether something is right or wrong is possible; thus, if Servetus had used physical 

Sebastian Castellio against John Calvin 61 force against Calvin or the Genevans, his actions 

would have been punishable. On issues such as the Trinity and infant baptism, however, 

scripture does not provide unambiguous guidance, and their truth is therefore not evident to 

the mind or senses. Castellio prized above elusive doctrinal certainty those outward actions 

that could be judged with certainty – piety and moral action. Calvin and the magistrates 

were to be judged on their responses, and Calvin was amongst those in error, for he had 

behaved with intolerance and viciousness on matters on which there could be legitimate 

disagreement 

46. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Justus_Velsius#Frankfurt:_Disputation_with_Calvin  

47. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12849411/Dr-Michael-Yung-surgeon-bashed-

Adelaide-home-invasion.html A highly respected surgeon is fighting for life in hospital after 

being attacked in his own home by a gang of thugs. Dr Michael Yung, an intensive care 

paediatrician, was viciously assaulted by multiple attackers who broke into his home on 

James St in Gilberton, Adelaide, about 4.20am on Monday. The 62-year-old was rushed to 

Royal Adelaide Hospital where he was placed into an induced coma following emergency 

surgery. 

48. The Venetian Printing Press THE VENETIAN PRINTING PRESS, AN HISTORICAL STUDY BASED 

UPON DOCUMENTS FOR THE MOST PART HITHERTO UNPUBLISHED. BY HORATIO F. BROWN. 

WITH TWENTY-TWO FACSIMILES OF EARLY PRINTING. 

https://ia800707.us.archive.org/23/items/cu31924029498445/cu31924029498445.pdf  

https://archive.org/details/cu31924029498445 

https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupid?key=ha007685779 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horatio_Brown Horatio Robert Forbes Brown (16 February 

1854 – 19 August 1926) was a Scottish historian who specialized in the history of Venice and 

Italy. https://archive.org/details/ita-bnc-in2-00002284-001/page/n10/mode/2up  

49. https://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/56628/pg56628-images.html An Essay on 

Colophons, with Specimens and Translations Author: Alfred W. Pollard Author of 

introduction, etc.: Richard Garnett Release date: February 22, 2018 [eBook #56628] 

Language: English https://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/56628/pg56628.txt  

50. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Proctor_(bibliographer) 

https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Dictionary_of_National_Biography,_1912_supplement/Proct

or,_Robert_George_Collier Robert George Collier Proctor (13 May 1868 – 6 September 

1903), often published as R. G. C. Proctor, was an English bibliographer, librarian, book 

collector, and expert on incunabula and early typography. 

https://archive.org/stream/nslibrarythe05libruoft/nslibrarythe05libruoft_djvu.txt  
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51. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Crespin He became interested in the doctrines of the 

Reformed Church; and when he returned to Arras, his relations with the Protestants caused 

him to be treated as a heretic. In 1545 he went to Strasbourg, where he married. In 1548 he 

moved near his friend John Calvin; with his family he settled in Geneva, where he 

established a printing-press. In 1555 he received citizenship there. He died at Geneva in 1572 

52. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Estienne He was the proprietor of the Estienne print 

shop after the death of his father Henri Estienne, the founder of the Estienne printing firm. 

Estienne published and republished many classical texts as well as Greek and Latin 

translations of the Bible. Known as "Printer to the King" in Latin, Hebrew, and Greek, 

Estienne's most prominent work was the Thesaurus linguae latinae which is considered to be 

the foundation of modern Latin lexicography. Additionally, he was the first to print the New 

Testament divided into standard numbered verses.  He was a former Catholic who became a 

Protestant late in his life. Many of his published Bibles included commentary which upset the 

Catholic theologians of the Sorbonne who sought to censor Estienne's work. Eventually, 

overcome by the prejudice of the Sorbonne, Estienne and his family fled to Geneva where he 

continued his printing uncensored, publishing many of the works of John Calvin. In 1556 he 

became a citizen of Geneva, where he would die on 7 September 1559 

53. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_Melanchthon  

54. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johann_Eck  

55. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George,_Duke_of_Saxony  

56. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leipzig_Debate  

57. https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bartolomeo_de%E2%80%99_Libri  

58. https://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/56628/pg56628-images.html While to Mainz 

belongs the supreme credit of having brought printing to the position of a practical art, the 

city in which it attained its highest perfection and popularity in the fifteenth century was 

undoubtedly Venice. The output from the Venetian presses represented some forty per 

cent. of the entire book production of Italy, and its quality was at least as remarkable as its 

quantity. It is natural, therefore, to turn from Mainz to Venice in our quest for interesting 

colophons, as wherever printers did good work and took pride in it we may expect to find 

correspondingly good colophons. Certainly at Venice we have no ground for disappointment 

in this respect. The Venetian colophons are plentiful and full of information, though chiefly 

about the publisher’s side of printing. What makes them a little[31] alarming to the 

pedestrian editor is that so many of the earliest and most interesting specimens are in verse. 

The books most favored by the first Venetian printers were editions of the Latin classics and 

Latin translations of the Greek ones. THIS IS NOT SURPRISING - when the ottomans took 

Constantinople - the great libraries, books, texts which had made their way from Alexandria, 

Antioch, and then to Byzantium suddenly found a home in Venice - and the growth of 

translations and printing accelerated and ideas, and history spread rapidly. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biblioteca_Marciana the Marciana Library or Library of Saint 

Mark (Italian: Biblioteca Marciana, but in historical documents commonly referred to as 

Libreria pubblica di san Marco) is a public library in Venice, Italy. It is one of the earliest 

surviving public libraries and repositories for manuscripts in Italy and holds one of the world's 

most significant collections of classical texts. It is named after St Mark, the patron saint of 

the city. The library was founded in 1468 when the humanist scholar Cardinal Bessarion, 

bishop of Tusculum and titular Latin patriarch of Constantinople, donated his collection of 
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Greek and Latin manuscripts to the Republic of Venice, with the stipulation that a library of 

public utility be established. The collection was the result of Bessarion's persistent efforts to 

locate rare manuscripts throughout Greece and Italy and then acquire or copy them as a 

means of preserving the writings of the classical Greek authors and the literature of 

Byzantium after the fall of Constantinople in 1453. His choice of Venice was primarily due to 

the city's large community of Greek refugees and its historical ties to the Byzantine Empire. 

The Venetian government was slow, however, to honour its commitment to suitably house 

the manuscripts with decades of discussion and indecision, owing to a series of military 

conflicts in the late-fifteenth and early-sixteenth centuries and the resulting climate of 

political uncertainty. The library was ultimately built during the period of recovery as part of 

a vast programme of urban renewal aimed at glorifying the republic through architecture 

and affirming its international prestige as a centre of wisdom and learning. Bessarion/Basil 

Bessarion - Lifespan[1403 to 1472],Born_Loc(Trebizond, Empire of Trebizond, Trabzon, 

Turkey) Rank(40) Keyword(Librarian, Historian, Greek, Translator, Educator, 

Humanism),Wikidata(Q299446) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bessarion  

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/bessarion/  

https://www.newadvent.org/cathen/02527b.htm  

59. https://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/56628/pg56628-images.html  1471 A very notable 

book, the Familiar Letters of Marcus Tullius Cicero, printed by Nicolas Jenson for this and also 

for future generations, comes happily to an end. 

60. History of the New World  History of the new world [microform] by Benzoni, Girolamo, b. 

1519; Smyth, W. H. (William Henry), 1788-1865 Publication date    1857 Publisher  London : 

Printed for the Hakluyt Society 

https://archive.org/details/cihm_32516/page/n31/mode/2up?ref=ol&view=theater  

61. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZn55uYytd0 A Podcast About the End of the World 1 

Dr. Niall Ferguson | EP 404 - ascetic https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asceticism Law of 

unintended consequences 

62. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andr%C3%A9_Thevet 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_New_Found_World,_or_Antarctike Relatively late in the 

narrative, Thevet describes a method of execution which he claims is practiced by the coastal 

community in which he resides. Condemned men, typically war prisoners, are given 

comfortable lodging, plenty of food, and even a "wife" for the period of time leading from 

the beginning of their internment to their deaths.[8]: 60  The experience of captured women 

differed in that they were afforded greater mobility, but were also required to gather food 

and perform sexual favors for a predetermined man of the tribe. The unit of time throughout 

this period is the moon, rather than days, weeks, or months. On the final day before his or 

her execution, the prisoner is chained to a bed and is the subject of a ceremony in which 

community members gather and sing of their death. Finally, the condemned man or woman 

is brought to a public place, tied up, hacked to pieces, and consumed by the local populace. 

Male children are told to bathe in the blood of the victim, while women are tasked with 

eating the internal organs. All children born to a condemned man’s "widow" as a result of 

their copulation are to be "nurtured" for a brief period, before being cannibalized in the same 

manner as their father. The executioners, meanwhile, are honored and brilliantly 

accessorized with colorful feathers and body paint 
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63. https://www.loc.gov/item/02027317/ Narrative of the first voyage of Jean de Ribault, 

made in the reign of Charles IX, king of France, under the orders and instructions of Gaspard 

de Coligny, grand admiral of France, to make discoveries and found a colony of French 

Protestants (Huguenots) in Florida, A. D. 1562.  

64. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giovanni_da_Verrazzano  

65. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pedro_Men%C3%A9ndez_de_Avil%C3%A9s  

66. https://africacenter.org/spotlight/criminal-gangs-destabilizing-nigerias-north-west/  

67. Ship building https://memp.ace.fordham.edu/shipbuilding/  

68. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Jews_in_England_(1066%E2%80%931290)  

69. To cite this article: Susan Rose (2002) English seamanship and the Atlantic crossing C.1480–

1500, Journal for Maritime Research, 4:1, 127-138, DOI: 

10.1080/21533369.2002.9668325https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/21533369.

2002.9668325  

70. https://medievalbritain.com/type/medieval-life/occupations/medieval-shipwrights-ships/  

71. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12862935/France-rocked-two-Islamist-horrors-

Knifeman-storms-nursery-tells-staff-Ill-rape-Jews-cut-like-Gaza-cops-reveal-schoolgirl-12-

threatened-kill-teacher-inspired-jihad-murderer.html  

72. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/othersports/article-12863115/Deta-Hedman-calls-

transgender-darts-players-BANNED-womens-ranked-events-insisting-wrong-day-one.html 

Why is professional darts based on gender anyway?? Woman are victims of men in darts 

competitions. 

73. Synod on the Freedom of Conscience D.V. COORNHERT  A Thorough Examination during the 

Gathering Held in the Year 1582 in the City of Freetown bibliotheca dissidentium 

neerlandicorum T R A N S L A T E D , E D I T E D , A N N O T A T E D B Y GERRIT VOOG 

Thttps://library.oapen.org/bitstream/id/ea96617b-eda9-4606-8ecf-

fb1028c776c3/340067.pdf  

74. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fatwa https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jihad The notion of jihad 

has its origins in the Islamic idea that the whole humankind will embrace Islam.[31] In the 

Qur'an and in later Muslim usage, jihad is commonly followed by the expression fi sabil illah, 

"in the path of God."[32] Muhammad Abdel-Haleem states that it indicates "the way of truth 

and justice, including all the teachings it gives on the justifications and the conditions for the 

conduct of war and peace." 

75. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodore_Beza  

76. Naplan civics framework https://nap.edu.au/docs/default-source/default-document-

library/nap-cc-assessment-framework-2024.pdf an understanding of the concepts of active 

citizenship, democracy, global citizenship, legal systems, identity and diversity .. the 

capabilities and dispositions to participate responsibly in the civic life of their nation at a  

local,regional and global level, and as individuals in a globalised world .. Citizenship, 

diversity and identity explores the shared values of Australian citizenship, the diversity of 

Australia as a multicultural and multi-faith society, what shapes identity, and obligations as 

citizens in a globalised world. Students examine Australian citizenship, reflect on the rights 

and responsibilities that being a citizen entails, and explore the obligations that people may 

have as global citizens. Students explore diversity within Australian society, how groups 

express their identities and the role of shared values in promoting social cohesion - Yes well 
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how is all that GROUPTHINK and GLOBAL RESPONSIBILITIES GOING??? Is the Planet SAVED 

yet? What about “Keeping Women and Their Children “SAFE”?? is SOCIAL COHESION 

RAMPANT or TRIBALISM? ... The first key idea is the consideration of who we are, who came 

before us, and the traditions and values that shape societies. - So WHO DID COME BEFORE 

“US”?? WAS It Cannibals? Oh thats right it was “FIRST NATIONS” - what utter propaganda, 

groupthink and rubbish.... The focus is on the impact of the development of British colonies 

in Australia on the lives of First Nations Australians, the colonists and convicts, and on the 

natural environment. (Koalas and Kangaroos) As part of the Australian Curriculum: HASS F–6 

history sub-strand from Year 3 to 5, students also consider the role of significant individuals 

or groups, including First Nations Australians and those who migrated to Australia, in the 

development of events in Australia. They identify the importance of different celebrations 

and commemorations for different groups, and they can describe the experiences of an 

individual or group in the past. The aim is for students to be able to explain how and why life 

changed in the past and identify aspects of the past that have remained the same. In NAP–CC 

item development, the correct protocols for recognising and respecting First Nations 

Australians will be used, and only approved resources will be used as item stimulus - what 

‘Stupid Cannibal blacks?” or “Worlds first explorers, scientists and agriculturalists” “Oldest 

human culture” .... Civic efficacy This affective process relates to students’ self-judgement 

regarding opportunities to positively influence civic and citizenship outcomes. This includes 

beliefs in their own personal civic capacity as well as the general value of becoming active 

as a citizen. Belief in the value of civic action and a sense of personal self-efficacy are 

important factors for civic engagement in a democratic society. Constructs of interest within 

this process include:• beliefs in the value of civic action• confidence to actively engage - 

teaching young people to be active and confidently 

stupid as early as possible - young narcissistic 

psychopaths 

77. https://quadrant.org.au/magazine/2023/12/crossing-the-line-justifications-for-terror/     

78. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12864107/Muslim-family-arrested-slashing-

teenage-son-converting-Christianity-Cops-boy-trembling-wide-eyed-mom-dad-brother-

punched-spat-face.html  

79. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sublimis_Deus  is a Papal bull promulgated by Pope Paul III on 

June 2, 1537, which forbids the enslavement of the indigenous peoples of the Americas 

(called "Indians of the West and the South") and all other indigenous people who could be 

discovered later or previously known.[2] It states that the Indians are fully rational human 

beings who have rights to freedom and property, even if they are heathen.[3] Another 

related document is the ecclesiastical letter Pastorale officium, issued May 29, 1537, and 

usually seen as a companion document to Sublimis Deus ... In Sublimis Deus, Paul III declares 

the indigenous peoples of the Americas to be "truly men and that they are not only capable 

of understanding the Catholic Faith but, according to our information, they desire 

exceedingly to receive it", and denounces any idea to the contrary as directly inspired by the 

"enemy of the human race". He goes on to condemn their reduction to slavery in the 

strongest terms, declaring it null and void for any people known as well as any that could be 
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discovered in the future, entitles their right to liberty and property, and concludes with a call 

for their evangelization 

80. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hans_Hut  

81. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_M%C3%BCntzer  

82. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacques_Auguste_de_Thou 

83. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerardus_Mercator was a Flemish geographer, cosmographer 

and cartographer. He is most renowned for creating the 1569 world map based on a new 

projection which represented sailing courses of constant bearing (rhumb lines) as straight 

lines—an innovation that is still employed in nautical charts. Mercator was a notable maker 

of globes and scientific instruments. In addition, he had interests in theology, philosophy, 

history, mathematics and geomagnetism. He was also an accomplished engraver and 

calligrapher. 

84. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Ortelius was a Brabantian cartographer, 

geographer, and cosmographer. He is recognized as the creator of the first modern atlas, the 

Theatrum Orbis Terrarum (Theatre of the World). Along with Gemma Frisius and Gerardus 

Mercator, Ortelius is generally considered one of the founders of the Netherlandish school of 

cartography and geography. 

85. Calendar of state papers, domestic series, of the reigns of Edward VI., Mary, Elizabeth [and 

James I] ... preserved in the State paper department of Her Majesty's Public record office. 

https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupid?key=ha000270064 

https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=mdp.39015008187786&seq=7  

86. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-12860927/early-riser-Neanderthal-

genes.html Are YOU an early riser? You may have Neanderthal genes, study finds 

87. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christopher_Borough son of Steven Borough, was an English 

adventurer, navigator and translator and the chronicler of one of the most interesting 

journeys into Persia recorded in the pages of Richard Hakluyt. He was fluent in Russian 

88. https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/68672 Books by St. John, James Augustus (sorted by 

popularity) 

89. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accademia_degli_Umoristi  

90. Shores Of Lake Aral by Wood, Herbert Publication date     1876 

https://archive.org/details/in.ernet.dli.2015.181937 The opportunity moreover which would 

be afforded by the reclamation of the Khwarezmian deserts for the settlement of the most 

barbarous of the Turkoman tribes, would remove one great cause of uneasiness which is 

common to the statesmen both of England and of Russia ; while the civilising current passing 

through the reclaimed country would infallibly act upon neighbouring countries , whose 

geographical position renders them inaccessible to peaceful influences from Hindustan  

91. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yemelyan_Pugachev 1742 – 21 January [O.S. 10 January] 

1775) was an ataman of the Yaik Cossacks and the leader of the Pugachev's Rebellion, a 

major popular uprising in the Russian Empire during the reign of Catherine the Great. 

92. Title: Northmost Australia Author: Robert Logan Jack * A Project Gutenberg of Australia 

eBook * eBook No.: 0601141h.html Language: English Date first posted: June 2006 Date 

most recently updated: May 2013 https://gutenberg.net.au/ebooks06/0601141h.html  

93. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jadid Jadids[1] were Muslim modernist reformers within the 

Russian Empire in the late 19th and early 20th century. They normally referred to themselves 

by the Turkic terms Taraqqiparvarlar ('progressives'), Ziyalilar ('intellectuals') or simply 
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Yäşlär/Yoshlar ('youth').[2] Jadid movement advocated for an Islamic social and cultural 

reformation through the revival of pristine Islamic teachings; while simultaneously engaging 

with modernity.[3] Jadids maintained that Turks in the Russian Empire had entered a period 

of decay that could only be rectified by the acquisition of a new kind of knowledge and 

modernist, European-modeled cultural reform 

94. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ismail_Gasprinsky In his 1881 book Russian Muslims he 

wrote:[3]     "Our ignorance is the main reason for our backward condition. We have no 

access at all to what has been discovered and to what is going on in Europe. We must be able 

to read in order to overcome our isolation; we must learn European ideas from European 

sources. We must introduce into our primary and secondary schools subjects that will permit 

our pupils to have such access". 

95. https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bartolom%C3%A9_de_Albornoz Spanish historian questioning 

slavery 

96. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottokar_II_of_Bohemia As Czech traditional law was different 

from that of his other domains, many principles introduced during his reign formed core of 

the Czech law for the following centuries. From his time stems the oldest preserved source of 

Czech law, Zemské desky, and also the oldest written Czech communal law, recorded in the 

founding deeds of the respective towns. By supporting the city of Jihlava (German: Iglau) 

with its mines, he laid foundation of the silver wealth of later Bohemian kings. Privileges of 

civic charters usually excluded the towns from obedience to the traditional courts held by 

members of nobility. This can be seen as a step towards equality and a precursor of modern 

civil law. In the country, Ottokar's introduction of the Law of Emphyteusis into the Czech law 

is sometimes interpreted as "Germanization". In fact it was creative, for it freed subjects 

from feudal obligations, except for rent — and tax, if such was levied. Free selling and leaving 

of estates could also be bought and soon became common. Thus, Ottokar can be reckoned 

an early Bohemian ruler who furthered Bohemian rights in medieval times. This change of 

legal environment in Bohemia was introduced by systematic founding of villages chartered 

under this law. He issued also a general privilege to the Jews (1254), which established 

principles of integration of the Jews into the Czech society until 1848. The Jews were now 

eligible for various positions, such as servants of crown, thereby being somewhat less subject 

to discrimination. Instead of being able to claim only the support of individual lords, the Jews 

could from then on claim support of any royal officer. 

97. http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.03.0070%3Anarra

tive%3D109 All the land from the Caspian sea to this Citie of Urgence is called the land of 

Turkeman, & is subject to the said Azim Can, and his brethren which be five in number, and 

one of them hath the name of the chiefe king called Can, but he is little obeyed saving in his 

owne Dominion, and where he dwelleth: for every one will be King of his owne portion, and 

one brother seeketh alwayes to destroy another, having no natural love among them, by 

reason that they are begotten of divers women, and commonly they are the children of 

slaves, either Christians or Gentiles, which the father doeth keepe as concubines, and every 

Can or Sultan hath at the least 4. or 5. wives, besides yong maidens and boyes, living most 

viciously: and when there are warres betwixt these brethren, (as they are seldome without) 

he that is overcome if he be not slaine, flieth to the field with such companie of men as will 

followe him, and there liveth in the wildernesse resorting to watering places, and so robbeth 

and spoileth as many Caravans of Marchants and others as they be able to overcome, 
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continuing in this sort his wicked life, until such time as he may get power and aide to invade 

some of his brethren againe. From the Caspian sea unto the Castle of Sellizure aforesaid, and 

all the Countreis about the said Sea, the people live without towne or habitation in the wilde 

fields, removing from one place to another in great companies with their cattel, whereof they 

have great store, as camels, horses, and sheepe both tame and wilde. Their sheepe are of 

great stature with great buttocks, weighing 60. or 80. pound in weight. There are many wild 

horses which the Tartars doe many times kil with their hawkes, and that in this order.  The 

hawkes are lured to sease upon the beasts neckes or heads, which with chafing of themselves 

and sore beating of the hawkes are tired: then the hunter following his game doeth slay the 

horse with his arrow or sword. In all this lande there groweth no grasse, but a certaine brush 

or heath, whereon the cattell feeding become very fat.... Art or science they have none, but 

live most idlely, sitting round in great companies in the fields, devising, and talking most 

vainely. (Like feminists (and other barbarians) at Canberra cafes, Friday night clubs, the 

Hellenic club and parliament house) 

98. The Principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffiques, and Discoveries of the English Nation 

Made by Sea or Overland to the Remote & Farthest Distant Quarters of the Earth at any 

time within the compasse of these 1600 Yeares. Richard Hakluyt. New York. E. P. Dutton & 

Co. 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.03.0070%3Anarra

tive%3D111 UPON the East part beyond the countrey of Ugori, the river Ob is the most 

Westermost part thereof. Upon the sea coast dwell Samoeds, and their countrey is called 

Molgomsey, whose meate is flesh of Olens, or Harts, and Fish, and doe eate one another 

sometimes among themselves. And if any Marchants come unto them, then they kill one of 

their children for their sakes to feast them withall. And if a Marchant chance to die with 

them, they burie him not, but eate him, and so doe they eate them of their owne countrey 

likewise. They be evill of sight, and have small noses, but they be swift and shoote very well, 

and they travaile on Harts and on dogges, and their apparell is Sables and Harts skinnes. 

They have no Marchandise but Sables onely. 

99. 100 years of diplomatic service of the Republic of Azerbaijan Foreign Minister of the 

Republic of Azerbaijan https://mfa.gov.az/files/shares/IRS.pdf  

100. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chaseabout_Raid 

101. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moscow_Print_Yard was the first publishing house in 

Russia.[1] It was established in Kitai-gorod at the behest of Ivan the Terrible in 1553. The 

historic headquarters of the Print Yard now house the Russian State University for the 

Humanities 

102. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petrus_Ramus  

103. Discoveries Of The World. From Their First Original Unto The Year Of Our Lord 1555 

By António Galvano 

https://archive.org/details/discoveriesoftheworld.fromtheirfirstoriginaluntotheyearofourlord

1555byantoniogalvano https://indianculture.gov.in/rarebooks/discoveries-world-their-first-

original-unto-year-our-lord-1555  

104. A reference guide to the literature of travel; including voyages, geographical 

descriptions, adventures, shipwrecks and expeditions by     Cox, Edward Godfrey, 1876-1963 

https://ignca.gov.in/Asi_data/3488.pdf 

https://archive.org/details/referenceguideto0000coxe  
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105. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Martyr_Vermigli  

106. The Universal Traveller: or, a Complete Account of the most Remarkable Voyages 

and Travels of Eminent Men of our Own, and other Nations, to the Present Time. Containing 

a Relation of the Successes or Misfortunes that Attended them in their various Attempts; 

Intermixed with Many Entertaining Descriptions of the Curiosities in Art and Nature; 

Together with the Manners, Cutoms, &c. Observable in the Countries they visited. Collected 

from the best Authorities, Printed or Manuscript Patrick Barclay 

https://artoftravel.nuigalway.ie/index.php?ttce_function=5&object_type=text&id=aa_text_1

484218466 https://archive.org/details/bim_eighteenth-century_the-universal-

traveller_barclay-patrick_1735  

107. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Talikota 1565 India 

108. https://escholarship.org/content/qt24c1m8gj/qt24c1m8gj.pdf?t=nru1ol  

109. Rila Mukherjee  The struggle for the Bay: The life and times of Sandwip, an almost 

unknown Portuguese port in the Bay of Bengal in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries 

https://ler.letras.up.pt/uploads/ficheiros/6732.pdf  

110. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ambroise_Par%C3%A9 Ambroise Paré (c. 1510 – 20 

December 1590) was a French barber surgeon who served in that role for kings Henry II, 

Francis II, Charles IX and Henry III. He is considered one of the fathers of surgery and modern 

forensic pathology and a pioneer in surgical techniques and battlefield medicine, especially in 

the treatment of wounds 

111. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barbary_Company  

112. https://prussia.online/Data/Book/ba/battles-that-changed-history-an-encyclopedia-

of-world-

conflict/Tucker%20S.%20Battles%20that%20Changed%20History%20(2011),%20OCR.pdf  

113. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catalan_Company  

114. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ebussuud_Efendi In the 1530s, Ebussuud served as 

judge in Bursa, Istanbul and Rumelia, where he brought local laws into conformity with 

Islamic divine law (sharia). Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent promoted him to Shaykh al-

Islām – supreme judge and highest official – in 1545, an office Ebussuud held until his death 

and which he brought to the peak of its power.[4] He worked closely with the Sultan, issuing 

judicial opinions that legitimised Suleiman's killings of Yazidis and his successor Selim's attack 

on Cyprus.[4] Ebussuud also issued legal rulings (fatwās) which labeled the Qizilbash, 

regardless of whether they lived on Iranian or Ottoman soil, as "heretics", and declared that 

killing them would be viewed as praiseworthy, other than just being allowed according to 

law 

115. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pietism  

116. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Thomasius 

117. https://www.britannica.com/place/Antwerp-Belgium/History  

118. https://www.britannica.com/place/Bergen-op-Zoom  

119. https://journals.openedition.org/nuevomundo/69938 Regional and interregional 

trading networks and commercial practices at the port of Antwerp in the 14th and 15th 

centuries. The testimony of merchants and skippers in court records Michael Limberger fair 

use not for profit education  In 1295 Antwerp became the centre of distribution for English 

wool on the continent. The staple was confirmed in 1315 and 1338. It was at that time when 

the town increasingly tried to attract foreign merchants by granting them special privileges, 
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more in particular those coming from England, Germany, Genoa and Florence. From 1318 on, 

for example, about ten Venetian galleys came to Antwerp on a regular basis every year. The 

Florentine Francesco Pegolotti, in his well-known Prattica della Mercatura, gives a valuable 

testimony of the increasing importance of Antwerp at that period. He refers to Antwerp as 

the major commercial centre of Brabant - “essendo la stapola de’mercqanti risedenti in 

Anguersa”. He obtained privileges for the Bardi company in 1317 similar to those of the other 

privileged groups of merchants among which he counted Germans, Englishmen and Genoese. 

In a list of measures of commodities at Antwerp he refers to wool, spices (pepper, ginger, 

frankincense, sugar, cumin) indigo, lac, brazilwood, kermes, cotton, wax, alum, almonds, 

rice, dyes, copper, tin, oil, wine, lamb furs for lining, grain, barley and hides. In addition to 

this list, Pegolotti reproduces also a ducal toll tariff which is still more comprehensive10. It 

also contains metals such as lead, tin, iron and quicksilver, different kinds of leather, amber, 

and fine mercery like silk, sandal, caps, bordures, and gold-drapes. These commodities 

included imports from the Mediterranean, like alum, almonds and oil and others that were 

imported from Asia, like spices, sugar and frankincense. This situates fourteenth-century 

Antwerp as one of the nodes in the trading system dominated by the Italian merchant 

republics of Venice, Genoa and Florence, and moreover the old-world trading system of the 

period, which connected Asia, Africa and Europe, with the Italian cities as a major 

intermediary between Asia and the Near East on the one hand and continental Europe on the 

other. 

120. https://academic.oup.com/book/36894/chapter-

abstract/322135311?redirectedFrom=fulltext Introduction: The Fellowship of Merchant 

Adventurers after Antwerp 

121. https://britain-in-antwerp.webnode.be/wolstraat/  

122. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Company_of_Merchant_Adventurers_of_London  

123. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_II,_Duke_of_Brabant also called John the 

Peaceful, was Duke of Brabant, Lothier and Limburg (1294–1312). He was the son of John I 

of Brabant and Margaret of Flanders. 

124. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_the_Lion  

125. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_of_Winchester,_Lord_of_Lunenburg  

126. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matilda_of_England,_Duchess_of_Saxony  

127. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anglo-Saxon_settlement_of_Britain  

128. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_of_Venice a Catholic cleric and significant 

translator of Aristotle of the twelfth century. He has been called "the first systematic 

translator of Aristotle since Boethius."[2] Not much is otherwise known about him.[3] He was 

active in particular in Constantinople;[4] he translated the Posterior Analytics from Greek to 

Latin in the period 1125–1150.[5][6] This made available in Western Europe for the first time 

in half a millennium what was then called the New Logic, in other words the full Organon. He 

also translated Physics, On the Soul, and Metaphysics[7] (the oldest known Latin translation 

of the work) 

129. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obotrites  

130. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Pressburg  

131. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Widukind_of_Corvey  
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